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Semiotics, a science dedicated to the study of the production of meaning in
society, has provided us a new angle to see how human beings produce a
meaningful world through various sign-systems. It starts with the analysis of the
prime element—the formation of a sign which people use to represent what the
world is, and at the same time, to construct the world.
Theatrical performance, one of the richest and most complex forms of
communication, inevitably becomes an important field of semiotic studies. Since
the 1930s when the Prague Structuralists started a semiotic approach to theatrical
performance, and especially after Keir Elam's systematic semiotic research into
theatre in the early 1980s, the semiotics in the field of theatre studies has drawn
much attention of the scholars.
However, the application of semiotics to the study of Chinese theatre began
with Karel Brusak's article titled Signs in the Chinese Theatre (1939). Later on,
the Chinese theatre has been often considered as a typical example of semiotic
study of theatre and mentioned in many works on theatrical semiotics, but little
attention has been paid to an elaboration on this particular theatrical system of
signs. Though some Chinese scholars have attempted to do so, their effort has
been confined to the introduction rather than the systematic approach to the
Chinese theatre with the semiotic theories, i.e., He Jiezheng's The Semiotic
System of the Theatre, and Chen Ming's The Interrelations of Signs in
Performance.
This thesis attempts to investigate the Chinese theatre in the light of the
achievements of the semiotic study of theatre. On the one hand, it tries to study
traditional Chinese theatre from a new angle, with a fresh methodology that can
help the Chinese theatre researchers gain a new insight into this old theatrical
tradition; on the other hand, it examines the semiotic theories with the Chinese
theatrical practice in order to rectify some deviations made in the application of
these theories into the Chinese case.
After western realistic theatre was introduced into China, many scholars
started criticizing traditional Chinese theatre in terms of western theatrical
conceptions. Some of them maintained that traditional Chinese theatre should be
cast aside because it is unrealistic. At the beginning of this century, many
Chinese intellectuals, e.g., Zheng Zhenduc . argued for a new and
reasonable drama, and implicitly attacked the old drama for its implausible
representation of life. Qian Xuantong even advocated that if China were to
have 'real' drama, it must naturally be westernized drama, not the drama of the
school of painted faces.2 Having found that western theatrical types failed in
replacing traditional theatre, some other scholars then tried to interpret this old
theatrical tradition in terms of western theories about realistic theatre.
Especially after 1950. traditional Chinese theatre in mainland China has been
1. He Jiezheng, Xiju de fuhao xitong The Semioticj——
System of the Theatre!, Huaaiao ribao [Huaqiao Daily], 30, Aug. 1983,
Sec. 7, p.l.
Chen Ming. Xiiu vanchu zhong iihao iian de xianghu guanxi.''•»• W W 7 I» f I
[The Interrelations of Signs in Performance!, Theatre Arts.
ed. Shanghai Drama Institute, No.2 (1986), pp. 48-61.
2. Ding Luonan Zhongguo huaiu xuexi waieun xiiu df» lishi iirmvan'
The Historical Experience of Chinese Spoken
Drama Learning from Western-Style Drama!. Shanghai: Zhongguo xiiu chubanshe
1983. p. 9.
dogmatically interpreted as a kind of realistic theatre both in the field of
theoretical study and in practice. Until today this type of studies still remains,
and can be found everywhere. Although many theatre practitioners have stressed
performing conventions and their aesthetic value of the classical Chinese theatre,
they could not avoid being affected by the ideological interpretation of 'realistic'
conception. Thus, there seems to have been a gap between the literary scholars
and theatre practitioners.
Different from the studies in mainland China, the studies of traditional Chinese
theatre outside China could be roughly divided into two groups: traditional and
non-traditional. The former discusses classical Chinese theatre basically according
to Chinese theatrical ideas, though it sometimes has some comparative
perspectives, e.g., Qi Rushan's analysis of the Chinese theatrical representation.
And the latter differs from the former in that it mainly uses a western systematic
theory to interpret the Chinese theatre. For example, Cheung Ping-cheung's Tou
Q Yuan as Tragedy3 treats a typical Chinese play with a western theatrical
conception. Though the non-traditional studies have given many fresh ideas to
the study of the Chinese theatre, they face some unsolvable problems. For
instance, when they take the Chinese theatre as an example in the formation of
their theory systems, they probably oversimplify the Chinese theatre to be an
interpretation of a given conception, e.g., some semioticians call traditional
Chinese theatre symbolic theatre because of its high stylization and
conventionalization. Or they may miss some important aspects when specifically
discussing the Chinese theatre as a theatrical entity. For instance, in his
discussion of the Chinese theatrical semiotics, Karel Brusak did not mention the
3. New Asia Academic Bulletin: Special Issue on East-West Comparative
Literature. Vol. 1 (1978), pp. 251-76.
singing sign-set, one of the most important parts in the Chinese theatre.
However, it is impossible to comprehend the Chinese theatre correctly if we do
not go beyond the given conceptions, which sometimes are inapt or arbitrary.
What is the nature of the Chinese theatre, realistic? symbolic or otherwise?
Different methodologies lead to different conclusions which could be widely
divergent from each other as we mentioned above. Considering this issue, this
thesis will also try to establish tentatively a better understanding between the
traditional and non-traditional (specifically semiotics here), the mainland China
and the overseas studies (specifically between the realistic and symbolic views). I
hope that the basic problems about the nature of the Chinese theatre, to a
certain extent, can be clarified through this thesis.
In order to reveal the essence of the Chinese theatre, I will try to combine
some traditional approaches with semiotic theories in my study. Thus, this study
is cross-cultural in methodology.
Comprising four main chapters, the thesis will devote the first part to
introduce the history and features of semiotics, especially its practice in the
theatrical studies. When dealing with various theatrical semiotics, I should
emphasize C.S. Peirce's second triad of signs—icon, index and symbol particularly.
The other theories concerning certain specific theatrical sub-systems, e.g., Patrice
Pavis' discussion of gestural signs, will also be re-examined in order to match the
study of Chinese theatrical case.
The second part will focus on the signs of the Chinese theatre in an
ontological sense. Being divided into four basic subsets, the signs will be closely
examined respectively in the aspects of nature and typology.
The third part will discuss the semantic structure of signs in Chinese
performance. The crucial role of the most dynamic signs--singing, speaking and
acting will be highlighted in the construction of the theatrical messages,
particularly its significance in the presentation of lyricism and aestheticism of
the Chinese theatrical performance.
The fourth chapter will investigate the process of realization of theatrical
communication in traditional Chinese theatre and reveal the rules governing the
reception of signs.
Through the discussions of the four chapters, I will point out my conclusion of
this study in the last chapter, that is, the classical Chinese theatre is a kind of
aesthetic theatre. It lives on performance texts rather than written dramatic
text.
In addition, due to the fact that Peking Opera was firstly called iingiu
(Peking Opera), later was also changed to pingiu because of the name
replacement of Beijing with Beiping. and also was called guoiu [the national
theatre or the Chinese theatre] for its national position among various theatrical
forms in China, I will use both terms The Chinese theatre' and 'Peking Opera'
interchangeably in my thesis. The Pin vin system will be consistently used when I
deal with Chinese materials including those published in Taiwan and other
countries.
Chapter I. Semiotics and Theatrical Semiotics
The Semiotic Enterprise
Semiotics, in a broad sense, can best be defined as a science dedicated to
the study of the production of meaning in society. As such it is equally
concerned with processes of signification and with those of communication, i.e.,
the means whereby meanings are both generated and exchanged. Its objects are
the actual messages and texts produced thereby.1 It is enormous, ranging from
the study of the communicative behavior of animals to the analysis of such
signifying systems as human bodily communication( kinesics and proxemics)
olfactory signs, aesthetic theory and rhetoric.2 And its methodological
characteristics vary from field to field, but it is united by a common global
concern, the better understanding of our own meaning-bearing behavior.3
Specifically, semiotic studies focus on the internal relationships of a sign as well
as the external relationships between the signs in a certain semiotic framework.
The former is about the formation of a sign and its type which is determined by
its internal factors—signifier, signified and interpretant (in Peirce' sense) and
their relationships. The latter concerns the functions and interaction of signs at
a semiotic level which will necessarily relate to the formation of a subset and
finally the entire working system of signs. Especially it takes the message as its
focus, which is formed through the interaction of signs.
x. Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama (London: Methuen,
1980), p. 1.
2. Terence Hawkes, Structuralism and Semiotics (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
Univ. of California Pr., 1977), p. 124.
3. Elam, ibid., p. 1.
In brief, semiotics basically is a science concerning signs and sign-function
on the one hand, and the production of meaning through signs on the other.
In his famous work Course in General Linguistics, the Swiss linguist
Ferdinand de Saussure first proposed such a comprehensive science of signs
termed semiology (from the Greek semeion 'sign')4 which is later preferred by
Europeans. And another great modern thinker at the beginning of this century,
Charles Sanders Peirce used the term semiotics to refer to this science too
which is preferred by English speakers. Since then semiotics has had a very
uneven career. It has registered a radical and widespread impact on the
humanities.5 The two periods of intense and wide-based activity through most
European countries are good marks: the thirties and forties (with the work of the
Czech formalists) and the past two decades (in France, Italy, Germany, the Soviet
Union and the United States).6
Semiotics which originated from linguistics was fortunately applied to literary
studies, but above all with regard to poetry and the narrative. As for the field
of drama and theatre much attention has been given to theatrical semiotics since
the 1980s, the time when the appearance of Keir Elam's book (1980) may be taken
to mark the opening of a period of sharply increased interest in the English
speaking world. (Before Elam, the contributions of the Prague School
structuralists to the theatrical and dramatic semiotic theory are very important,
but were not well known to the English speaking world.) Particularly, since
4. Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (New York: The
Philosophical Library Inc., 1959), p. 16.
5. Elam, ibid., pp. 1-2.
6. Elam, ibid., p. 2.
Elam, much attention has been given to the theatrical sign, its nature and
operation, to theatrical codes, and to a search for the minimal signifying units in
the theatre.7
Theatre as A Synthetic Sign-svstem
From a semiotic point of view theatre is the second modelling structure of
the world. For language, in a pure linguistic sense, has been widely accepted as
the primary sign-system among human beings: its 'grammar' is the determining
'model' for all other systems.8 The art of theatre is a kind of cultural model
based on a given linguistic structure. Its characteristics are that it manifests
itself through the rules of verbal language in pure linguistic sense, the cultural
customs of non-verbal language in communicative sense, and the certain aesthetic
experience of a group of people. Therefore theatre is a more complicated sign-
system observed from a broad anthropological angle.
Different from any other semiotic framework, theatre in a broad sense, is first
a performance with direct collaboration between performers and audiences, and is
associated with the performer-audience transaction: that is, with the production
and communication of meaning in the performance itself and with the systems
[subsets] underlying it.9 If we call such a transaction theatrical space, we can
further divide it into two distinct ensembles with mutual interaction: the 'A-
ensemble' (agents)—the 'creators of the performance' and the 'P-ensemble'
7 Martin A. Carlson, Contemporary Concerns in the Semiotics of the
Theatre, Semiotica. Vol.48 (1985): 12, pp. 181-2.
8. Hawkes, ibid., p. 96.
9. Elam, ibid., p. 2.
(percipients)—the audience.10 The 'A-ensemble' refers to the interaction between
actors on stage that forms the stage space, and such an interaction establishe
simultaneously its relationship with the audience off the stage as well. The 'P
ensemble' refers to the interaction between audience and actor, as well as tha
between spectators with spectators (spectator interaction).11
Owing to the fact that theatre is based on the interaction of these two
ensembles, we have to further seek for the bridge between the two, in other
words, through what kind of channels this interaction can be realized.
Visual and acoustic channels may be considered two basic communicational
channels in theatre. The former is associated with the stage space comprising
four primary subsets of signs: (a) propsscenic articles, (b) costumes and makeup,
(c) action—gesture, movement and facial expression, (d) light effects and so on,
whereas the latter is associated with language, music and sound effects. We can
take this classification as the starting point to distinguish theatrical signs from
each other as follows: 1) the visual comprises scenic, costumalmakeup,
gesturalfacial signs etc.; 2) the acoustic includes linguistic, musical signs and
others.
Sign and Its Theories
As Jakobson states that the study of sign systems derives from an initial and
very ancient perception that a sign has two aspects: an immediately perceptible
10. Wilfried Passow, The Analysis of Theatrical Performance: The State of
the Art, Poetics Today. Spring (1981): 23, p. 237.
n. Ibid., p. 239.
signans and an inferable, apprehensible signatum12 This does not essentially
differ from the distinction between signifier and signified recorded by Saussure:
both elements function as aspects of the 'indissoluble unity' of the sign, and the
various relationship possible between them form the basis of semiotic structures 13
Apart from Saussurian consideration of signs, C.S. Peirce (1839-1914), the
American founder of semiotics, also proposed a complex classification of signs
precisely in terms of the different relationship each manifested between signans
or signifier and signatum or signified.14 His theory is established on logic itself.
To him, logic can be seen as 'the general necessary law of signs'15
In Peirce' view, a sign or representaman in general is 'something which
stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity16: it is 'anything
which determines something else (its interpretant) to refer to an object to which
itself refers (its object)'17. A sign thus stands for something (its object); it
stands for something to somebody in some respect (this respect is called its
ground). These terms, representaman, object, interpretant and ground can thus be
seen to refer to the means by which the sign signifies; the relationship between
them determines the precise nature of the process of semiosis.18
12. Language in Relation to Other Communication Systems, in his
Selecting Writings. Vol. II (The Hague: Mouton, 1971), p. 699.
13. Hawkes, ibid., p. 126.
14. Ibid..
15. C.S. Peirce, Collected Papers. Vol. 2, ed. Charles Hartshorne, Paul
Weiss and Arthur W. Burks (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Pr., 1931-58),
para. 277.
16. Collected Papers. Vol. 2, para. 228.
17. Ibid., para. 303.
18. Hawkes, ibid., pp. 126-7.
A sign normally involves three basic elements: signifier, signified and ground
which may constitute distinctive 'triadic structures' in terms of the fourth
element—the interpretant. Based on the relationships of these three factors, in
fact, of four elements, Peirce has further distinguished nine types of signs as
follows:
(a) 'triadic relations of comparison' or logical possibilities
based on the kind of sign. These are the qualisign, a 'quality' which
acts as a sign once it is embodied; the sinsign, an actual thing or
event which acts simply and singly (as indicated by the prefix sin) as
a sign; and the legisign, a law that acts as a sign (i.e., not in the
form of a single object but as the abstract working of a set of rules
or principles: grammar operates as a recurring legisign in language).
(b) 'triadic relations of performance' involving actual entities
in the real world, based on the kind of ground. These are the icon,
something which functions as a sign by means of features of itself
which resemble its object; the index, something which functions as a
sign by virtue of some sort of factual or causal connection with its
object; and the symbol, something which functions as a sign because
of some 'rules' of conventional or habitual association between itself
and its object.
(c) 'triadic relations of thought' based on the kind of object.
These are the rheme (or seme), a sign which indicates the understood
possibility of an object to the interpretant, should he have occasion
to activate or invoke it; the dicent (or dicisign or pheme) which
conveys information about its object, as opposed to a sign from
which information may be derived; and the argument, a sign whose
object is ultimately not a single thing but a law.19
Peirce have described a very complicated sign-system for us, for simplicity's
sake, and because of its centrality to our experience of the real world, I would
like to limit my attention to his second 'triad4 of signs: icon, index and symbol,
especially when I deal with theatrical signs below.
With the patrimony from Saussure's idea about signs, much of the Prague
semioticians' early works with regard to the theatre was concerned with the very
19. Hawkes, ibid., pp. 127-8.
problem of identifying and describing theatrical signs and sign-functions.20
Mukarovsky applied initially the Saussurian definition of sign to the discussion of
art (e.g. the theatrical performance in its entirety). As a semiotic unit a work of
art itself is the signifier and its signified is the 'aesthetic object' residing in the
collective consciousness of the public.21 The performance text becomes, in his
view, a macro-sign, its meaning constituted by its total effect. This approach
later has been developed through Mukarovsky's colleagues. They did not view the
performance as a single sign but as a network of semiotic units belonging to
different cooperative systems.22
From Mukarovsky to his colleagues' study, we can get two basic points about
theatrical signs: one involves the relationship between the theatrical performance
in its entirety and the outside world which it stands for. The other involves the
internal relationship between different elements within the theatrical system. In
fact, the former is associated with the theatrical semiotization whereas the latter
is about the interactions of different signs and sign-sets in theatre.
In fact, semiotization as a basic point of theatre has been noticed by the
pioneer theatrical semioticians. Petr Bogatyrev, an important Prague linguist,
stated in the very beginning of his influential essay on folk theatre, that one of
the most important and fundamental features of the theatre is transformation23:
the stage radically transforms all objects and bodies defined within it.
Emphasizing the nature of theatre as a set of signs, Jindrich Honzl pointed
20. Elam, ibid., p. 6.
21. Jan Mukarovsky, Art as Semiotic Fact, in Semiotics of Art, ed.
Ladislav Matejka and Irwin R.Titunik (Cambridge: The MIT Pr., 1976), p. 5.
22. Elam, ibid., p. 7.
23. Petr Bogatyrev, Forms and Functions of Folk Theatre, in Semiotics—of
Art, p. 51.
out:
Everything that makes up reality on the stage—the
playwright's text, the actor's acting, the stage lighting—all those
things in every case stand for other things. In other words, dramatic
performance is a set of signs.24
He further stressed the stage has no other function than to stand for
something else, and it ceases to be the stage if it does not represent
something.25
These semiotic remarks on theatre have pointed to the matter of theatrical
semiotics. As Elam later summarized in his work, the first principle of the
Prague School theatrical theory can best be termed as the semiotization of the
object, and the second is to emphasize that the semiotization of phenomena in the
theatre relates them to their signified classes rather than immediately to the
dramatic world, since it is this which allows non-literal signifiers or sign-vehicles
to perform the same semiotic function as literal ones.26
I myself have one point to add: theatrical transformation, may be the
process of reconstructing the original theatrical text (both the oral and the
written). In other words, theatre is to represent a linguisticliterary project with
phenomenological signs.27 Therefore theatre transforms the linguistic signs into
the phenomenological signs. And this process is realized by actors and material
articles. And as the carriers of theatrical signs, actors and material articles are
all transformed from their original features into the aesthetic objects on the
Dynamics of the Sign in the Theatre, in Semiotics of
Art, p. 74.
25. Ibid..
26. Elam, ibid., p. 8.
27 Eli Rozik, Theatre as a Language: A Semiotic Approach, Semiotica,
Vol.35 (1983)12, p. 67.
stage
After the transformation, or semiotization of objects, the problem has to
turn to the internal rules of sign-subsets which govern the operation of different
signs. Since this issue of theatrical internal structure is the focus of this thesis,
I would like to pay closer attention to it.
Petr Bogatyrev considered dramatic performance as a sign, and Jindrich
Honzl suggested that dramatic performance is a set of signs rather than a single
sign. Elam has developed his predecessors' ideas to point out that theatrical
performance is a system of systems'28, I prefer using a system of subsets
instead of Elam's term here.
Subsetsystem, in Elam's words, will be understood as a repertory of signs
or signals and the internal syntactic rules governing their selection and
combination. A system may be analyzed as a formal network of elements having
a differential structure (that is, they are defined through mutual opposition, e.g.,
the colors of traffic lights) and subject to an autonomous syntax, quite
independently of the signifying functions that it comes to fulfil.29 Since
theatrical performance is a structure composed of elements from various arts:
from poetry, the plastic arts, music, choreography, and so on,30 we may classify
these various elements into the following subsets: the linguistic, the musical, the
costumic, the prop, the gestural and the light effect. Of these principal systemic
categories, the linguistic, the gestural, the costumic and the prop will be taken as
the focus of the following discussion.
28. Elam, ibid., p. 50.
29. Ibid., p. 49.
30. Bogatyrev, ibid., p. 47.
1. The Linguistic Subse
Linguistic subset of theatre often refers to linguistic utterance composed of
singing and speech on the stage. Linguistic utterance presents a process from
literal language to oral language. It therefore involves some basic factors which
constitute certain rules to govern the sign-set itself. The factors may involve
the pure linguistic, the literary, and the paralinguistic. In practice, these factors
are always inseparable.
First, the pure linguistic factors here involve the basic structure of a given
language system used in theatre that may include the function of ordinary
language in Naomi S. Baron's sense. Ordinary language, in Baron's words, pays
close attention to the relationship between signifier, signified and interpretant,
and especially stresses the communicative relationship between producers and
perceivers that constitutes interpretant for its communicative purpose. For the
sake of conveying objective information, ordinary language may be viewed by
producers and perceivers as a vehicle for accomplishing certain interpersonal
goals.31 Since theatre is a kind of direct communication between the performers
and audience, and it is composed of scenes which are present impermanently on
the stage, its linguistic utterances must have the functions of ordinary language
which is easily accepted and understood by the receivers.
However, theatre, after all, is a kind of artistic representation, inevitably,
its language differs from the so-called ordinary language in final purpose. In
fact, theatrical language involves literary factors. It has literary features. After
discussion of the function of ordinary language, Baron turns his main attention to
31. Naomi S. Baron, Iconicity in Language and Art, Semiotica, Vol. 52
(1984): 1 2, pp. 193-4.
literary language. In his words, literary language is the term used to refer to
written literature; it applies equally well to oratory; for the sake of crafting
something new, literary language has its signs centered firmly upon the producer-
-the relationship between producer and the signified or signifier he has chosen,
rather than upon the communicational relationship between producer and
perceiver.32
To me, Baron seems to have shed some light on the transient communicative
suspensions between the producer and perceiverreceiver existing in the literary
communication. When some new signs have already come into existence, a great
possibility always exists that the receivers may still not be able to understand or
accept the message.
As an artistic form, theatre requires its linguistic signs, more or less, to
have literary features. That is why dramatic texts are considered as dramatic
literature in the West, as well as in traditional Chinese theatre where the
linguistic parts have literary value, especially the arias in the dramatic scripts of
the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties.
Apart from the involvement of pure linguistic and literary factors, theatrical
linguistic signs are usually controlled by paralinguistic factors. Paralinguistic
factors here refer to the kinds of language-related behavior accompanying the
utterance.33 In brief, it may be considered as the summation of the factors
such as pitch, loudness, tempo, timbre and non-verbal sounds which supply
essential information regarding the speaker's state, intentions and attitudes,
serving further (in conjunction with kinesic factors) to disambiguate the speech
act, that is, only if paralinguistic elements are taken into account can the
32. Ibid., p. 194.
33. Ibid., p. 79.
linguistic utterance be properly understood.34
The paralinguistic factors constitute the rule of singing and speaking
techniques on the stage whereas the ordinary and literary factors deal with the
linguistic, literal, and literary aspects of the dramatic language.
Since the paralinguistic factors stress speech act—the artistry and the
attitude of utterance, they naturally have close relationship with vocal
idiosyncrasies of individual actors. Therefore, an actor can create distinctive
theatrical characters through his vocal idiosyncrasy. Moreover, his enunciation of
a given line or speech which greatly influences the audience's interpretation of
its semanticdramatic import, as Jonathan Miller notes:Mit is possible to perform
the lines assigned to Hamlet in a hundred different ways, all at least compatible
with basic semantic references of the script.35
Apart from speech, theatrical linguistic utterance may contain singing part as
well. In this case, the paralinguistic factors may involve musical elements. Due
to the limit of this thesis, I will discard this issue in my discussion. Due to the
fact that most theories about western theatres exclude theatrical singing, I will
illuminate it when specifically dealing with the Chinese theatrical case.
The linguistic set of theatrical representation contains the above-mentioned
three features: the pure linguistic, the literary, and the paralinguistic.
Nevertheless, in the whole theatrical communication, it only plays a small part--it
may be an element of a spectacle which may be controlled by the non-linguistic
elements. In short, the theatrical linguistic set never operates by isolation of
other sign sets.
34. Elam, ibid., p. 69.
35. Plays and Players, in Hinde (1972), pp. 359-72.
2. Acting Sub-Set
Acting set here refers to the set ruling body motions on the stage. It
involves the most dynamic aspect of theatrical discourse. On the one hand, it
itself is the constitution of the most dynamic factors—the movements of the body
on stage, on the other hand, it plays a leading role governing the operation of
other visual signs such as costume, make-up and properties in the performance.
In a given scene it usually constructs other signs to form the dramatic space on
the stage.
This subset involves various visual kinesic components of performance—
movements, gestures, facial expression, postures, etc.. Among these kinesic
components, gesture, in particular, is regularly promoted to the status of the
peculiarly theatrical performance constituent.36 Gesture was considered an
accessory of speech in traditional study of theatre. It must necessarily be seen
as 'an expression of [something]37, thus implicitly reaffirming its submission to
the logos.38 On the contrary, it is seen by contemporary researchers as the pure
and primitive element of theatre, being capable of escaping logical or linguistic
thought, and of revealing to the actor and to his spectator a new and immediate
reading of the actor's body. Between the logocentrism and gestural primitivism,
semiotics has opened a new way for the study of the theatrical gesture so that
the gesture has to be understood in its theatrical specificity and should not be
reduced to an expression of the verb to which it is immediately possible to apply
the framework of linguistics. But, inversely, it will be done through the
36. Antonin Artaud, The Theatre and Its Double. (trans.) (New York:
Grove Pr., 1958), p. 39.
37 Cahusac. Geste, in Encvclooedie. ed. D. Diderot (1754).
38. Patrice Pavis, 'Semiology of Theatrical Gesture', Poetics Today (1981):
2:3, p. 66.
mediation of verbal discourse and of its own segmentation.39
Through his statement in his The Theatre and Its Double. Antonin Artaud
may lead us to see gesture as a 'pure theatrical language' freed from the tyranny
of verbal discourse on the one hand, and see it as a language of signs having an
ideographic value on the other. Although these two points have touched the
nature of theatrical gestural signs. They are still not clear enough for us to
grasp it.
First of all, any movement on the stage is a gesture having certain
ideographic value. For theatrical performance usually is a representation of
dramatic project, and any gesture represented on the stage has its predetermined
contents according to the project. The problem is that some gestures have a
fixed relationship between their signified and signifier which has been accepted as
a cultural or theatrical convention, such examples as the Indian Kathakali dance
theatre with its repertory of 800 mudras or syntactic units (64 limb movements, 9
head movements, 11 kinds of glance, etc.) and a range of fixed meanings
correlated to them (in terms of character, emotions, etc.)40, and the Chinese
theatre (Peking Opera) with its repertory of 53 finger movements and other
syntactic units.41 Whereas some gestures bear a flexible relationship between
their signified and signifier. In this case, it is far more difficult to separate
and segment a gestural sign from its kinesic continuum with any degree of
precision. No matter how gesture is far different from each other among
different theatrical cases, its basic feature is a body movement representing
39. Pavis, ibid., p. 67.
40. Artaud, ibid., p. 39.
41. Qi Rushan Oi Rushan Ouanii. [ The Complete
Works of Qi Rushan], Vol. 1 (Taipei: Lianjing, 1979), pp. 450-76.
something on the stage
Moreover, gesture in all sense, I think, is a kind of imitation of real life.
As Patrice Pavis states: theatrical gesturality seems first to supply a typical
example of the iconic sign, i.e., of a sign bearing a certain resemblance to its
referent.42
But after saying this, Pavis goes on, 'in most cases of dramatic theatre, the
actor's gesture does, in fact, refer by analogy to its model in the everyday world
and provokes an effect of illusion because of the strong resemblance to the
gesture imitated.
In this case, gesture is a metonymy of the global corporal behavior of the
actor; it is through this gesture that the spectator's identification with character
occurs and the production of the referential illusionism established. However, this
type of iconic gestural communication is only an individual case; more often,
gesture becomes meaningful for the audience at the end of a process of
reconstruction and symbolization stylization. So, what is relevant here is not
the criterion of iconicity, but the abstract model, the code which makes possible
the connection between gestural sign and suggested referent. Moreover, the
gesture sometimes rejects the imitation of a preexisting reality and constructs its
own system of meaning on the basis of conventions (which are then arbitrary,
symbolic in Peirce' sense)...[and] this type of gesture by convention is
characteristic of every theatrical form which does not rely on identification and
on mimesis.43
However, this summary sounds to me a little bit hard to be totally accepted.
Here I would like using the Chinese theatre as an example to examine it.
42. 'Semiology of Theatrical Gesture', p. 68.
43. Pavis, ibid., p. 68.
The Chinese theatre (the Peking Opera) seems to belong to the second case
according to Pavis' view. For as Qi Rushan, a famous writer-theorist of the
Chinese theatre points out: in the Chinese theatre, the movements of the actor
are termed shenduan [posture], or wushi [gesture of dancel
Conformed according to certain rules, they are quite different from real life.
Comparatively speaking, the movements on western stage also can not totally
equate with reality, but the difference is rather small. Nevertheless, all the stage
movements on the Chinese stage, more or less, resemble dancing [rather than
ordinary gestures]. Two points can be drawn out:
the movements in the Chinese theatre have conventional features, they have been,
to a certain degree, embellished to be a kind of dance, in this sense, one can
say, at most, that they have less iconic value than those of the realistic theatre,
but one can not generalize that they do not rely on mimesis. Particularly, one
can not deduce such conclusion as that 'this type of gesture by convention is
characteristic of every theatrical form which does not rely on identification and
on mimesis'45, it constructs its own system of meaning in an arbitrary way.
Because such a deduction may lead to a misunderstanding of the Chinese theatre,
likewise the conventional gestural signs in other theatres.
It is notable that even in the gestural set of the Chinese theatre the signs
are different from each other, some seem more iconic and some seem more
symbolic. And especially, most of them have been lexicalized, but not certainly
been semanticized. That is to say, only when we have gone closer to the given
gesturality can we grasp its nature correctly.
In my opinion, gestures of different theatres may, more or less, share
44. Ibid., p.33.
45. Pavis, ibid., p. 68.
similarities in nature. They differ from each other probably in their internal
structure: the structure of gestures and the structure of a gestural sign. The
internal structure of the gestural sign directly involves the problem 1) whether
we can isolate fragments of movements in theatrical performance? 2) whether we
can define the certain signified of a gestural sign?
It is commonly recognized that the gestures always accompany their acting
even if they cease to move for a few seconds.46 They cannot be isolated in
theatrical gestural flow and be extracted from the flow communication without
damage resulting in the theatrical performance. However, as Pavis points out, for
certain practitioners of gesture, they know intuitively that their task consists in
segmenting from within their movements pertinent gestures or parts of the body
i.e., to use and to make meaningful only the essential parts of body.47 Decroux
has said that one [the actor] has to be able to mobilize only that which one
wishes to mobilize, a single determined organ or several.48 This shows that to
signify is to be able to segment49; in other words, gestural signs, as a part of
theatrical performing project, are possibly segmented and analyzed through a
structuring of body.
When we segment a single gesture into discrete units, we have to justify its
segmentation into signifiers, and to indicate the reason for us to choose these
signifiers rather than others to convey the signified. The analysis of gestural
signs through their segmentation seems more difficult for the western theatres,
especially the realistic school than for the theatres with certain conventions.
46. Pavis, ibid., pp. 70-1.
47. Ibid., p. 71.
48. Pavis, ibid., p. 71.
49. Pavis, ibid., p. 71.
Because in the latter, there is, relatively speaking, a limited basis of corporal
positions having stable or well-defined signified, and a finite repertory of
gestures.
Although gestures in different theatres have different structures, their
functions are not beyond the scope of the deictic, the indexical, and the symbolic.
The term 'deixis' is etymologically a gestural concept, adapted by Greek
grammarians to the classification of verbal indices; it plays a exact role in the
linguistic discourse of defining the protagonist T, the addressee 'you' and the
context 'here' and thus of setting up a communicative situation. The deictic
function of a gestural sign is that the gesture itself bears the function of
indicating the actor and his relations to the stage, being the primary means
whereby the presence and the spatial orientations of the body are established.50
The indexical function, as Pavis describes, applies simultaneously to gesture
of indication (look, index finger pointed at x, a voice addressing someone) and to
the linguistic system: the deictics (here, now, etc.)51 It serves to tie the actor
to context, addressee and the objects of discourse.52 From this point of view,
gesture has a broadly indexical function even including the deictic function. But
here I will limit gesture of indication, at first, to its own semiotic set, that is,
gesture indicates with each other within the subset; then to the interaction
between semiotic sets, that is, playing a role of coordinator of the various stage
elements; gesture refers to not only the signs of its own set, but also the signs
of the other sets. Gesture avoids the scattering of the stage signs by always
coagulating them to a certain spectacle.
50. Elam, ibid., p. 72.
51. Pavis, ibid., p. 88.
52. Elam, ibid., p. 72.
When the semioticians try to separate gesture set from linguistic set by
seeing it as an independent semiotic subset of theatre, they still have to pay
more attention to the closer relationship between these two sets. Because they
always indicate each other, especially, in the western theatre, the two are bound
to cooperate in the production of theatrical discourse. If language is to register
with the physical context of the stage and come into contact with bodies and
objects thereon, it must participate in the deictic ostension of which gesture is
the prime vehicle.53 A major role of a gesture, Elam says, particularly on stage,
is to indicate the intentionality of a given utterance. Simultaneous movement will
serve to emphasize, or even define, the kind of speech act being performed by
the speaker (and thus the character) in uttering a given sequence of words, be it
a question, a command, a demand, an affirmation, etc..54 From this statement,
we can know that the reciprocal relationship between gestural and linguistic signs
is the focus of the discussion of gestural indexical function.
Talking about the symbolic function, Pavis says that body and text no
longer signify in a concrete sense, by the iconic effect of the real, but through
the mediation of a semiotic system where they function as signs integrated into a
whole. Due to this process of semiotization, the body can be, for example,
'segmented' and integrated into a system of a particular style of acting55 From
this point of view, the gesture of the Chinese theatre certainly bear all the
above-mentioned characteristics.
Most gestures, either in the realistic theatre or Eastern theatres with
conventions, have the deictic and indexical functions. And the symbolic function
53. Elam, ibid., p. 73.
54. Elam, ibid., p. 75.
55. Pavis, ibid., p. 89.
seems an exceptional case. Empirical observation into the Chinese theatre reveals
that not all gestural signs bear the features of symbolic function.
Nevertheless, it is very difficult to classify gestural signs in theatre,
because, first of all, gestural signs are the most dynamic factors in performing
sign-network, they are not easily defined; secondly, even if they can be
segmented into individual signs, they may only play a small part of a sign from
the other semiotic sets. Moreover, they play different role from theatre to
theatre. Therefore to classify gestural signs is only to confine them to a given
theatrical case.
3. The Costumic Sub-Set
Costumic sign-set here refers to the usage of costume, make-up and mask on
the stage. It is a phenomenological sign-set compared with the linguistic
ensemble on the one hand, and a more static unit compared with the gestural
ensemble on the other. Its basic feature is that it presents what it stands for
with a set of material objects bearing ideological significance. Empirical
observation of this subset reveals the necessity of differentiating analytically
among a number of distinguishable types of signs, three principal functions:
a. Representational function: the meaning of the costume or mask—what it
is supposed to stand for or represent, for example, a spirit, an animal or human
beings as in real life. In this case, what object the costume or mask stands for
is a dominating element.
b. Indexical function: the signaling of a social category to which the wearer
belongs, or of the specific cultural context of usage of costume and mask.
Generally speaking, the costume or mask in the theatre mostly indicates something
related to social status, class, region, nationality, religion and so forth.56 In my
opinion, this function is the leading one among all principal functions of the
theatrical usage of costume and masks.
c. Symbolic function: the particular ideological significance associated with
the costume and masks. In a given theatre, an item of costume or a mask may
be seen as a form having specific representational value, which might be
associated with an idea, or an emotion, within the given cultural framework.
The representational function needs further consideration. To my mind,
what kind of object an item of costume or a mask stands for can initially
determine what kind of signs it belongs to—the iconic, the indexical or the
symbolic in Peirce' sense.
The representational signs which represent human beings usually closely
resemble the entity for which they stand, even if they have been, more or less,
transformed to a certain extent. Whereas those representing animals, spirits or
other nonexistent beings may be partly similar to or totally different from what
they stand for in form. For instance, a snake on the stage is probably
represented by an actor in partly snakelike costume: a snake's head-shaped
decoration or a serpentine dress etc.. And a spirit or a nonexistent being often
appears by means of human body in special dress or mask. For example, the
spirit of a dead man is represented by means of a mask in Japanese No drama,
likewise the god of wind in the Chinese theatre. It is clear that the costume or
mask at the representational level can range along a continuum from iconic to
symbolic because of the different objects they stand for. When an item of
costume belongs to the iconic sign, it usually bears the similarity between
signifier and signified and between signifier and its object. If an piece of
56. Petr Bogatyrev, Costume as a Sign, in Semiotics of Art, p. 13
costume belongs to the symbolic sign, it would stress the similarity between
signifier and signified in spirit. And if an item of costume remains positioned
between the two, it may have a more multiple relationship between signifier and
signified. For example, when the actor wears a snake's head-shaped decoration
on his head in order to represent an individual snake, the entire costume he
wears as a sign could become a multiple sign: the snake's head-shaped decoration
could be iconic on the one hand, and the other pieces of costume could be
indexical on the other. Because, the iconic part has made a special connection
between itself and the others. Through this iconic part, the other pieces of
costume obtain their representational value on the stage. Elam says, indexical
sign are causally connected with their objects, often physically or through
contiguity.57 That is to say, the other pieces of the costume have indexical
features. So the entire costume which represents an individual snake can be seen
an icon-indexical sign.
At the representational level the costume has initially been divided into
different sign types because of their represented objects. But this first
classification is far not sufficient to contain the primary functions of the usage
of costume and masks in theatre. Further analysis is inevitable.
The indexical function can almost be considered a fundamental and universal
function of theatrical usage of costume and mask. Every piece of costume bears,
more or less, certain indexical function. This indexical function is different from
Peirce' indexical sign. Peirce' indexical sign is a sign in the ontological sense.
And the indexical function in question points to the special function of costume
and masks used on the stage. Theatre organizes its signs and its sign-sets based
on its particular law, therefore its signs may bear some features which the signs
57 Ibid., pp. 21-2.
in other semiotic frameworks do not have.
The indexical function can exist in any kind of theatrical costume: the
iconic, the indexical and the symbolic. The presence of an iconic piece of
costume has often pointed to a certain social status, class, etc. of the wearer
simultaneously, likewise an indexical piece. The usage of costume in most
realistic theatre is a striking example. And a symbolic piece can also have the
indexical function so that it indicates certain cultural, national and religious
features underlying it.
The indexical function can confine the extension of a piece of costume,
especially, through the costume, it provides some basic information about the
character. In the Chinese theatre, it can even confine the character to the
category of acting style.
Different from the indexical function, the symbolic function can be defined
as a specific principle of the usage of costume, make-up and masks in theatre. It
is notable that this principle is almost identical with Peirce' principle of symbolic
sign. Peirce says, A symbol is a sign which refers to the object that it denotes
by virtue of a law, usually an association of general ideas,58 likewise the
symbolic function of the usage of costume and masks in theatre. Different
cultures have their own symbols, when these symbols are brought to the theatrical
representational form, they are probably given some forms or marks which are in
general accepted by the audience of the culture. The so-called symbol, firstly,
refers to the supernatural beings which exist in the people's imagination, namely,
cultural or national images. Secondly it may refer to the ideological form, which
to a certain degree contains the value judgement, moral standards and so on of
the given culture and nation. Lastly it refers to the cultural aesthetic
58. Peirce, Vol. 2, p. 249.
experience and principle.
Based on these three dimensions, the symbolic function of costume and
masks in a theatre may be related to a) the represented object, which has been
discussed above, b) the specific ideological significance underlying the costume or
masks; c) the aesthetic value. When an item of costume or a mask represents a
supernatural being and embodies a cultural idea, it may be considered a pure
symbolic sign. Whereas an item of costume represents a social character and
embodies a specific value judgment, it will probably be an iconic sign with
symbolic function, or an indexical sign with symbolic function. I will further
discuss this problem when we deal with the Chinese theatre in details.
4. The Property Sub-Set
First of all, I should define the stage property sign-set as a constituent
part of the imaginary world. In this sense, its basic function is to provide a
spatio-temporal framework for the character's acting in a given spectacle and
then in the whole dramatic story.
To further discuss this issue, we have to start with the essential factors of
the system. Observation with a semiotic perspective shows us that if properties
are used to constitute a background in a spectacle or through the whole play,
they can be roughly distinguished into three types: the iconic, the indexical and
the symbolic. To begin with, the iconic property may appear in two cases: first,
it may be the object itself. For instance, a chair is used on the stage as in the
real life. Secondly, it may be present by means of other visual figures having
similarities with what it stands for. Painted scenery, architectural structures are
commonly used in the realistic theatre. If they are produced like what they
represent in form, they are iconic properties.
Since the indexical signs refer to the object that they denote by virtue of
being really affected by the object, which are called the natural cause-effect
signs according to Peircean doctrine,59 we must emphasize the physical contiguity
and the natural cause-effect relationship between a signifier and its signified.
The indexical properties, to me, refer to those nonexistent scenic projections. An
indexical property can also define an environment in which the characters act.
But it is often presented by virtue of many signs from different sign-sets, such as
gestural signs, linguistic utterances, etc. rather than material signs within its own
subset only. It is necessary to point out the two cases: the first is the mutually
indicating relationship between a material scenic sign and a nonexistent property.
A whip represents a horse, an oar represents a boat. When the whip is used to
represent a nonexistent horse, and the oar refers to an imaginary boat, the
signifiers have an indicating relationship with their signified, and such a relation
is established within the same sign-set. We call them metonymical signs. The
second is the complementary indicating relationship between a nonexistent
property and a linguistic utterance, or gesture, etc. The relation between a
signifier and signified is of intersystem. For example, the act of feeding the
chicken and sewing and that of opening the door or stepping into a doorway in
many Chinese plays all lack material scenic articles. The chicken, the needle, the
thread and the door are imaginary properties, they are conveyed through gestural
signs rather than the real objects or other material signs. When the signifier is
a gesture or an action, the signified will possess the following qualities, the
pointed and the pointing to. The act of pushing door shows that this act not
only refers to itself, but points out the existence of the imaginary door as well.
At the same time, the existence of the imaginary door is the cause of the action.
59. Elam, ibid., pp. 21-2.
As an indexical property, not only it is pointed by the signs from the other
subsets, but it also points to them inversely. The relationship between the
imaginary doorsignified and the act of pushingsignifier seems obviously a
logical, natural and cause-effect one.
If an imaginary scenic property is conveyed by a speech or an aria, or a
dialogue, the relationship between the signifier and the signified is more complex,
for it concerns the mutual interaction and transformation of visual and acoustic
systems. The phonic signifier here serves as a performative utterance.
Performative utterance is a term used by the British philosopher John L. Austin
(1911-1960) to refer to a type of sentence when an action is 'performed1 by virtue
of the sentence being uttered. The original distinction was drawn between
performative utterances and constative utterances: the latter are descriptive
statements which can be analyzed in terms of truth-values; performatives, on the
other hand, are expressions of activity which are not analyzable in truth-value
terms.60 In the story of the Black Pot the murderer was leading his
needy creditor through the new house built with the planter. To impress the
visitor, he pointed out each part of the house as they passed it: You have just
passed through the main gate; now you enter the courtyard; this is the portico;
this is the flower veranda and now see the main hall61 On the Chinese stage,
what the murderer utters functions as a performative utterance rather than a
descriptive statement because the stage is empty. Without performative
utterances, the signified here—the gate, the courtyard, and the portico, etc. can
not assert themselves and thus cannot exist. The utterances have changed the
60. John.L.Austin, How To Do Things With Words (Oxford: Clarendon Pr.,
1975), pp. 1-11.
61. Tao-ching Hsu Thft Chinese Conception of the Theater (Seattle
and London: Univ of Washington Pr, 1985), p. 99.
original situation, and at the same time also provide the characters with a ne
and concrete space for acting. In this sense, the utterancessignifier refers t
both itself and the imaginary propertiessignified, and vice versa.
The last type is the symbolic. The symbolic properties refer to those used
as a special convention on the stage. As a theatrical sign, a symbolic property
has an illogical and unmotivated connection rather than a similitude or physical
one between its signifier and signified. Properly speaking, a symbolic property at
the beginning of formation has a relationship of arbitrary decision between the
signifier and its signified, and then become a conventional usage which is
recognized among the people in the given cultural framework. Of course, the
formations and developments of a symbolic property are far different from each
other among different theatres.
So far we have discussed some basic problems concerning the application of
semiotic theories to theatrical study. I've tried to use Peirce's three trichotomies
as a basic working principle in the discussions of theatrical semiotic sets. But I
have found that this theory does not always work so well, especially when I try
to deal with the linguistic and gestural subsets, therefore I have used some other
scholar's theories as a complementary perspective.
Nevertheless, what we have been dealing with is still limited to the semiotic
level of theatrical study concerning theatrical minimal signifying units of different
sign-subsets and their functions, characteristics and typology. The various sign-
functions and sign-subsets mentioned above have been considered to be
complementary rather than mutually exclusive. They certainly do not exhaust the
range of signifying modes of which the theater is capable. What I have done is
just to suggest certain possibilities of describing and classifying so complex a
matter as the productions of meaning on stage.
However, without going further beyond the concept of the sign, it would be
impossible for us to have a closer examination at the theatrical meaning of
different signs and sign-subsets, which produces the spectacles and the whole
performance as well. Having said this, we now turn to the second aspect of our
studies, that is, the products of dramatic meanings on the stage: the semantic
level of theatrical performance.
The Mutual Operations of Theatrical Sign-
Sets and the Production of Meaning on Stage
When we isolate a sign from its system, or a sign subset from the others,
we have to face that a single signifier does not simply have a one-to-one
relationship with its individual meaning, it may have relationship with other signs
simultaneously. And a single subset always is open to the other sets as well.
The signs in a given set mostly refer to each other within their own set as well
as to the signs of the other different semiotic sets on the stage. No systemset
has really asserted itself. It means that the production of meaning in theatre is
based on synchronic cooperation of different signs and sign-sets. The result of
this cooperation is dramatic 'message'.
Therefore, a message is not a sign, but a meaningful structure of signs. A
message is not what it refers to and neither is it the medium through which it is
transferred.62 What message involves is not the relationship between signifier
and signified which a sign involves, but only the production of meaning by virtue
of signs. In other words, what the presence of a sign stands for in a given
semiotic framework is exactly where the significance of the message lies.
62. F.G. Droste, Semiotic Principles and Semantic Theories, Semiotica,
Vol. 54 (1985): 12, pp. 429-58.
On the stage, the production of meaning is based on a continuum of
spectacles, thus a spectacle can be termed a message. And each spectacle is
established by synchronic cooperation of different signs from different sign sets.
The signs in a given spectacle first refer to themselves with each other
synchronically, so that they interrelate to produce a semantic meaning of this
spectacle; Secondly, they have channelled their way to other spectacles
diachronically as well. Through such a spatio-temporal continuum of different
signs, the whole meaning of a performance, step by step, is produced on the stage
and finally realized in the theatrical communication.
A spectacle usually is composed of the elements from the linguistic,
costumic, prop, gestural, musical and other semiotic sets. It sometimes lacks
signs from one or two sets. But it must have some dominating elements
constituting its foreground and leading its process of signification. In most cases,
costumic and scenic sets play semi-fixed role of performance on the stage.
According to Edward T. Hall, semi-fixed signs concern such movable but non¬
dynamic objects.63 However, costume, masks or makeup cannot be separated
from the character itself. Normally they constitute a basic part of body
expression. In this sense, they are more flexible than scenic setting, and closer
to dynamic signs. Dynamic signs from linguistic, gestural and musical sets are
63. Hall has distinguished three principal proxemic 'syntactic' systems
according to the flexibility or otherwise of the boundaries between units. That
is, 1) the fixed-feature space involves broadly, static architectural configurations.
2) the semi-fixed-feature space concerns such movable but non-dynamic objects as
furniture, and so in theatrical terms involves the set, auxiliary factors like the
lighting and, in informal theatrical space, stage and auditorium arrangements. 3)
the third proxemic mode, informal space, has as its units the ever-shifting
relations of proximity and distance between individuals, thus applying in the
theatre, to actor-actor, actor-spectator and spectator-spectator interplay. Hall's
classification is based on the arrangement of theatre in a very broad sense. Here
I just use his term to discuss the nature of signs on the stage in a narrower
sense. See Elam, pp. 62-3.
ever-shifting on the stage. And musical sign-set can be taken as subordinate
dynamic element because of its auxiliary position in formation of dramatic
messages. In any sense, linguistic utterance and body expression are believed as
dominant elements of the process of dramatic semantization.
Although all signs, either from visual and acoustic sets or from static and
dynamic sets, cannot be separated from each other in the production of dramatic
meaning, in most theatrical cases, linguistic and gestural sign-sets are usually
considered the leading elements in the construction of a performance, e.g., speech
art may be essential for the realistic theatre, and the artistry of singing and
acting has been highly developed to be a very sophisticated performing form in
the Chinese theatre. Obviously, linguistic and gestural sign-sets are the
fundamental factors in any dramatic performance. They dominate in the formation
of a structure of signs; within the structure, dramatic meaning derives. And also
through this structure, the audience can reconstruct the messages underlying the
structure. In other words, on the basis of such a structure of signs, a theatrical
communication becomes possible.
Theatrical Communication and Theatrical Aesthetics
i. Towards A Simple Model of Theatrical Communication:
Theatrical communication is the purpose of any performance. Its
signification is not reducible to a set of one-to-one relationships between single
signifiers and their individual meanings. Rather it should deliver a much more
multiple network of signs and message which constitute diverse communicative
channels between the stage and the off stage.
The communication process can be described in general terms as the
transmission of a signal from a source to a destination. The factors involved in
the transmission are represented in the following diagram of elementary
communication.64
The source of information here may be, in practice, an idea or impulse in
the mind of the speaker, an actual event (as in the case of journalistic
communication) or a state of affairs to be communicated, such as a dangerously
high level of water. The transmitter set into action by the source may be the
speaker's voice, an electric lamp, a computer, a typewriter or telex machine, or
anything capable of sending a signal (e.g., phonemes, graphic signs, an electric
impulse) along a physical channel such as an electric wire, light waves or sound
waves. During its passage along the channel, the signal is liable to disturbance
by noise, interference which hampers its proper reception. The signal is picked
up by a receiver (as amplifier, the eye, the ear) and is thereby converted into a
coherent message comprehensible to the destination.
Formation and understanding (or encoding and decoding) of message is made
possible by the code, a preliminary definition of which can be given as the
ensemble of rules—known to both transmitter and destination--which assigns a
certain content (or meaning) to a certain signal. In linguistic communication the
code allows speaker and addressee to form and recognize syntactically correct
sequences of phonemes and to assign a semantic content to them. More
64. Made by Eco, quote Elam, p. 36.
elementary codes attribute values to, say, the flashing red, yellow and green
lights or the opening and closing of a barrier.65
Using this communication model to discuss theatrical communication, Elam
states the two points of its features. The first is that the performance brings
about a multiplication of communicational factors. The second is, as one of the
consequences of the first, that it is not possible to talk of a single theatrical
message.66
The first is on the side of the sender of theatrical communication, that is,
theatrical performance. Theatrical performance involves a complex of potential
components which maybe firstly includes the sources information of the dramatist,
the director and the auxiliary influences on the performance such as the set
designer, lighting designer, costume designer, the actors themselves and so on. In
brief, it bears all significant factors of pre-performance which, more or less,
influence the performance, through none of them is indispensable to every
theatre. And secondly such a complex of potential components involves the
factors of the communicational circuit, from its transmitters to its destination.
The transmitters become, in the first instance, the bodies and voices of the
actors, together with their metonymic accessories (costume, properties,etc.), then
elements of the set, electric lamps, musical instruments, tape recorders, film
projectors, and so on.67 All these transmitters are the senders of signals. The
signals are carried and transmitted by movements, sounds, smells, electrical
impulses, and they are selected and collected syntactically according to a wide
range of sign or signalling systems and travel through any number of the physical
65. Elam, ibid., pp. 35-7.
66. Ibid., pp. 37-8.
67 Ibid., p. 37.
channels available for human communication, from light and sound waves to
olfactory and tactile means.
The second is on the side of the receiver, or the process of the
communication. The performance is made up, in the words of the communication
theorist Abraham Moles, of 'multiple messages in which several channels, or
several modes of using a channel in communication, are used simultaneously in an
esthetic or perceptual synthesis' (1985 p. 171). The spectator will interpret this
complex of messages—speech, gesture, the scenic continuum, etc.—as an integrated
text, according to the theatrical, dramatic and cultural codes at his disposal. In
this particular process of re-selection and re-arrangement of massages, the
different spectators have their focus on different massages, and interpret the
same massage in different ways. As a result, the spectator in turn assumes the
role of transmitter of signals to the performers (laughters, applause, boos, etc.),
along visual and acoustic channels, which both the performers and members of the
audience themselves will interpret in terms of approval, hostility, and so on. The
feedback process and the intercommunication between spectators is one of the
major distinguishing features of live theatre. The formation of such a live circle
of theatrical communication marks the realization of the communicative process.
The following diagram made by Elam represents this process clearly:68
68. Ibid., p. 87.
It is beyond doubt that the spectator goes to theatre not only to get the
information about other 'worlds', but also to appreciate the stage world through
the multiplication of informational levels on which theatrical messages work.
Such informational levels derive from the interactions of different signs and sign-
sets of the stage as we have dealt with. They constitute the basis of the
theatrical communication which is considered on the part of the sender. In fact,
only if they are, more or less, shared by both performers and audiences,
comprising familiarity with the kinds of code and subcode, can we properly
understand the theatrical communication as a whole. Therefore, we turn to the
role of the audience.
To begin with, it is only through the audience can the theatrical
communication begin.
Moreover, the audiences are the participants of the theatrical communication.
Since 'theatrical events are distinguished from other events according to certain
organizational and cognitive principles,'69 the audiences must have ability to
recognize the performance as such so that they can decode it appropriately.
Theatre has its theatrical frame which is a conceptual or cognitive structure to
the extent that it is applied by participants and observers to make sense of a
given 'strip' of behavior, but such a conceptual structure derives from the
conventional principles through which behavior itself is organized. The theatrical
frame is in effect the product of a set of transactional conventions governing the
participants' expectations and their understanding of the kinds of reality involved
in the performance.70 The several rules can be drawn as follows:
The audience has neither the right nor the obligation to participate directly
in the dramatic action occurring on the stage.71 He has always to keep a
distance physically from what is happening on the stage.
The audience has the right to select and collect what he likes from different
informational levels of the performance by virtue of his original experience and
knowledge, etc.. He has close relationship with the represented world
psychologically and mentally.
The audience has the response to the performance on the stage as soon as
he enters the theatre. He may disattend the performance now and then (napping,
talking or eating). Or he may involve the events from the beginning to the end,
and make an enthusiastic response, or he may response with boos, etc.
Finally, it is only through the audiences can the theatrical communication be
realized. The messages which are composed of various signs are sent through the
69. Ibid., p. 87.
70. Ibid., p. 87-8.
71. Erving Goffman, Frame Analysis (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1974), p.
125.
channels that form one of the basic parts of theatrical communication, if there is
no audience receiving the messages, the communication is suspended and closed.
Of course, the dramatic communication may still be realized without the audience
(rehearsal), the so-called dramatic communication refers to the interaction
between the characters. The distinction of communication between the dramatic
and the theatrical, and the difference of roles between the actors and audiences
are the crucial axiom in any theatrical frame. Nevertheless, the audience plays
an essential role for accomplishing the theatrical communication in any theatre.
Towards a Semiotic Aesthetics of Theatre
It is beyond doubt that the semiotic studies of theatre are based on sign
theory concerning the formation and interaction of signs, the messages and the
communicational process.
What I like to say is that theatre is not only a semiotic phenomenon but a
kind of cultural model of art as well. Although semiotics, to a certain extent,
has gotten to the essence of theatre as a universal semiotic frame, sometimes it
shows its weakness when someone tries to establish an all-embracing theatrical
semiotics. Because a theatre, as a cultural model of art, usually has its own
features which those in other cultural backgrounds have not. For instance, the
technique of the pronunciation and the inflexion of the tones of the Chinese
characters dominate the linguistic system, they also influence the tunes of arias
in the Chinese theatre. They have been considered as a principal rule of the
Chinese theatrical aesthetics.72
In my opinion, only if semiotic theories of theatre have been applied to the
72. Chen You-han .Xiau biaovan meixue tanshuo'
(The Study of the Chinese Performing Aesthetics.] (Beijing: Zhongguo
xiju chubanshe
discussion of a specific case can they be revised and perfected. Different theatres
show their distinctions of aesthetic principles in details. Thus, a semiotic
aesthetics of theatre should be cultural and individual.
In the ensuing chapters, I will particularly put my focus on the Chinese
theatre with the above-mentioned semiotic theories.
Chapter II. Signs in the Chinese Theatre
Introductory Remarks:
As a potential topic of theatrical semiotics, the Chinese theatre has been the
focus of attention of Karel Brusak, one of the pioneering semioticians of theatre
study. Patrice Pavis' article on theatrical gesture, and Keir Elam's The Semiotics
of Theatre and Drama, a systematic study about the semiotic theory of theatre,
also take the Chinese theatre as a typical example for discussion. Nevertheless,
due to various reasons the semiotic study of the Chinese theatre does not seem to
have yielded satisfying conclusions. Especially when the theory does not tally
with the actual situation of the Chinese theatre. For instance, the nature of the
Chinese theatre is generally recognized as a symbolic art form by many scholars-
traditional and semiotician. Therefore, the problem remains: can we further
deduce that the relationship between the signs and their referents in the Chinese
theatre is an arbitrary one.
Bearing this problem in mind, I will start examining the nature and typology
of the signs and sign-sets in order to come to a more adequate description of the
essence of Chinese theatre.
The Characteristics of Signs:
Traditional studies usually classified the Chinese theatrical performance into
four basic elements, that is, singing speaking acting and acrobatic
fighting As far as they go, these four representational forms accurately
embody the fundamental features of the theatre. But Karel Brusak proposed a
new systematization, from a semiotic point of view in order to study Chinese
theatrical signs. He divided the signs into two distinct groups:
1) visual, that is, those associated with the dramatic space,
and 2) acoustic, that is, those associated with the dialogue, music and
sound effects.1
The first group comprises the signs related to the scene (including scenic
articles, costumes and makeup), as well as the signs belonging to the concept of
acting space (every motion, gesture and facial expression of the actor). And the
second group is composed of the signs of theatrical speech, song and
accompanying music.
Indeed, Brusak has opened a new path to study the signs on the traditional
Chinese stage. Combining the traditional with the semiotic methods, I will now
take up the study of the Chinese theatre from a fresh and, I trust, more
enlightening perspective.
Examining the traditional study, we can find that it stresses all the dynamic
elements involving the body movements of the actors, which dominate the
performance. Brusak's study has placed an equal share of emphasis on the
elements, both static and dynamic. In order to highlight the important
components without neglecting the secondary ones, I would now like to rearrange
a new order of sign groups for my further study. The order will be: 1) the
dynamic sign-sets including linguistic (singing and speaking), musical, and gestural,
and 2) the static sign-sets including scenic properties, costumes and makeup:
1) Linguistic Sign-set:
Generally speaking, the linguistic utterance in the Chinese theatre has
1. Signs in the Chinese Theatre, in Semiotics of Art. ed.
Ladislav Matejka and Irwin R. Titunik (Cambridge: The MIT Pr.,
1976), p. 60.
special signs that distinguish it from ordinary utterance in real life in the
following: a) It is made up of verse, prose and music, and these elements
intermingle and contribute toward characteristic theatrical signs. b) It is
dominated by the particular phonology of the Chinese language:
The [Chinese] theatre speech was formed by an artificial
mixing of various dialects and its signification stems also from a
special mode of declamation employed. The declaiming of individual
words is founded on a strict adhesion to the system of four tones
which prevents possible errors in comprehension due to the
homonymous character of Chinese vocabulary, and also serves to
heighten the musicality of the speech.2
c) As a result, it has been endowed with particular theatrical music.
In my opinion, the linguistic utterance in the Chinese theatre refers to two
representational forms: speaking and singing. Speaking, considered as a part of
the performing art, is further divided into two types: vunbai and iingbai
which serve to constitute unique conventions of the linguistic signs in the
theatre, and provide possibilities to create originality within these conventions at
the same time.
Yunbai refers to those syllables pronounced according to the dialects of
Anhui Sichuar and Hubei where Peking opera originated. It
normally plays a leading speech role in the Peking Opera. It stresses exact
pronunciation of every syllable according to the following strict rules: Initial
consonants emphasize penkou' [plosion] and wuvin' [five sounds
pronounced according to different points of articulation], and distinguish jianyin
[sharp sound] and tuanvin' [rounded sound]. When it as a question of
simple or compound vowels, vunbai emphasizes sihu and pingze [level
and oblique tones], particularly the rule of shou-sheng gui-yun
which requires the actor to articulate the initial consonant, the essential vowel
and the tail vowel when the syllable is pronounced on the stage. In addition, the
five tones3 may be affected by the song's melody. These rules of phonetics
actually are so-called paralinguistic factors according to Elam. They interact to
form what Peirce would call the signifier of a linguistic expression in stage
performance. They constitute the figure of a speech through the operations of all
these working paralinguistic components. So any additions, deletions and
inflexions of these components by the actor may bring forth new individual styles,
for better or for worse, as opposed to the usual conventions.
As the dominant form of speech in the Peking Opera, vunbai is commonly
used by every category of actor except certain special types such as some
comedians.
These special types often speak in iingbai. Jingbai refers to those syllables
pronounced according to the Beijing dialect. And it also can be divided into two
kinds: the first is associated with poetic composition with respect to tonal
pattern, rhyme scheme etc., whereas the second is a prose style free from rhyme.
Although iingbai is also articulated melodiously and rhythmically, it sounds more
lifelike and natural than vunbai. Usually it represents characters with a lively,
jocular or shrewish and crafty or foolish personality, especially those in the
comedian category. Of course, it sometimes is used in the categories which
require the characters to speak in vunbai. For example, in the play Yao Oi
a young soldier with irascible temperament, Yao Gang belongs to the
category of the masked warrior and should speak in vunbai according to
the given convention. But when he is locked in the backyard by his father Yao
Qi, he asks his mother for help, saying go to plead for me, and take this stone
3. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 61-2.
padlock away As soon as his mother answers,
yes, Yao Gang suddenly shouts in iingbai. Mam, I'm hungry.
Here the use of iingbai helps represent the childishness of the character vividly
and makes this individual different from the others of the same character
category.
It is worth noticing that all these strict rules of speech are not only
necessary requirements of the performance, but actually may be said to constitute
the essence of this living theatre. In any case, these rules stress the important
difference of theatrical speech from ordinary language and other artistic language,
the emphasis is on form rather than content. Both vunbai and iingbai are based
on local dialects. But neither of them is totally equivalent to the original
dialects when being enunciated on the stage. They are designed according to
Chinese phonetics and phonological rules; to a degree, however, they have been
embellished and exaggerated to become a special artistic form.
In brief, forms of speech involving paralinguistic factors such as
enunciation, inflection, rate, etc. are the focus of the speech art of the Chinese
theatrical performance. In other words, the so-called paralinguistic factors are
not subordinate to linguistic, they dominate the linguistic elements to realize a
given linguistic expression on stage. Especially, in the Chinese theatre, they may
be considered as a basis for creating a new style of speech. Thus, the figure of
speech, on the one hand, serves as a communicational medium to convey message,
and on the other hand, it contains a high aesthetic value as an artistic form.
Having talked about the speech part, I now will like to turn to discuss the
singing of Peking Opera. Singing, the most important part of the linguistic sign-
set is almost an unexplored area of Karel Brusak's study, the first that lays its
4. Chen Youhan, ibid., p. 32.
focus on the Chinese performing arts in a semiotic perspective. As a typical
semiotic set of the Chinese performance, the singing part is the next feature
requiring close analysis here.
a). Nature of Singing
As early as Qin Dynast it was recorded in Yue J
Song is a kind of expression; it prolongs the words in chanting
when one feels happy; one expresses it in words; finding this
inadequate, one declaims it; not content with this, one sighs over it;
still not satisfied, one unconsciously dances with one's hands and
feet.
And later, such an expression was further explained in Shi Daxu
[Introduction to The Book of Sonesl:
Poetry is where the intent of the heart [or mind] goes. [The
intent lies] in the heart [or mind]; when uttered in words, it is
'poetry'; when an emotion stirs inside, one expresses it in words;
finding this inadequate, one sighs over it; not content with this; one
sings it in poetry; still not satisfied, one unconsciously dances with
nno'c honHc cinrl fppt 5
The two statements have revealed the process of artistic production from
5. These two quotations are used in any book concerning
trflHiHnnnl Chinese literarv theories. For the sake of convenience,
here directly use a translation by James Liu. See James Liu
Chinese Theories of Literature. (Chinese) trans, by Du Guoqing
(Taipei: Lianjing, 1981), p. 140.
inner emotion through a set of external movements to the inner state at a high
level. And they also indicate the relationship between speech and singing, that
is, singing is developed from speech and it can complement speech to achieve an
emotional state which speech itself cannot. Since ancient times, this idea is a
constant in the Chinese artistic spirit. In China, speech has been considered the
stem of singing Naturally, it is also deeply rooted in the singing art
of the Chinese theatre.
As a result, the close relationship between speech and singing, or between
lines and their music has become one of the outstanding features of the Chinese
theatre.
Singing shares the same rules of pronunciation of Chinese characters as
speech in many respects; for example, the requirements of the enunciation of
every character in a given line. But to my mind, the dimension which
distinguishes singing from speech is that the former stresses the relation between
words and musical tunes. There has been an old saving among Chinese theatrical
circles: the tunes derive from words and only if words are
pronounced correctly can tunes be perfect From this saying, we
can get an initial impression of the characteristics of singing in the Chinese
theatre, that is, the tunes of singing are determined inherently by the phonetic
features of the Chinese language.
In order to further discuss the characteristics of singing in the Chinese
theatre it is necessary to give a brief introduction to the pronunciation of
Chinese words.
1. In the standard pronunciation of the Chinese language there are five
different inflexions, namely five tones. To pronounce a Chinese word correctly
6. Chen Youhan, ibid., pp. 33-4.
one should know not only the consonants and the vowels involved but also the
particular inflexion the word belongs to.7
2. As a result of this feature, a Chinese word itself, when read aloud or
declaimed, may have a pronounced melodic quality.
The words are not only the content but also the melody of an aria. And
the melody of the words is not only the foundation of Chinese poetic phonology
which dominates the speech art of the stage but also the foundation of tune
patterns which governs the singing art of the Chinese theatre.
Like speech, singing in the Chinese theatre is mainly based on the














The inflexions listed in the table, however, also affect the melody of the
opera tunes and probably the music, they are influential factors constituting the
musical style of a given aria. Talking about one of the differences between the
7. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., pp. 61-2.
8. Chen youhan, ibid., pp. 38-41.
music part of Peking Opera and that of Western opera, Hsu points out: in
Chinese plays, except [when divorced from] the arias, the music cannot stand on
its own feet, no one would think of listening to the orchestral part alone.9
Although Hsu's statement does not directly indicate a close relation between music
and arias in detail, we can follow this idea to further seek out the deep
connections between the enunciation of words and singing, between singing and
music. In my opinion, the phonological characteristics of the words are the
essence of the speech and the singing art and musical characters of the Chinese
theatre.
b). Form of Singing
In China, the typical aria structure, both literal and musical, presents two
basic forms. One is named oupaiti which originated from ancient song
and dance baixi [ancient performance of music and dance], zhugongdiao
(literally 'melody of mixed keys), guzici (the Drum Song) etc., through
zaiu [Yuan drama] and nanbeiau (southern and western dramas) in
the Yuan and Ming dynasties. The other is termed banoiangti' which is
formed on the basis of the regional music of ainqiang (gin tunes), bangzi
tunes' (literally 'wooden-block tunes') and pihuang rxipi and erhuang
tunes10] etc.
The aria of aupaiti is usually structured with lines interspersed with both
shorter and longer ones like ci When it is sung, it is mainly accompanied by
the horizontal bamboo flute usually without prelude before or interlude
9. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 51.
10. Xipi and erhuang are two chief types of music in traditional Chinese
operas.
between verses. And the tunes it follows are based on the fixed quoa: (the
names of the tunes to which qu are composed). And every tune name has its
fixed rhyme scheme, number of words, tunes and way of singing.
The aria of banqiangti is another singing system derived from several local
theatres as gaoaiang literally high tunes) or kunqiang [melodies
which originated in Kunshan, Jiangsu province, in the Ming Dynasty]. It is
structured by neat couplets with seven or ten character lines. It usually follows
the tunes of a particular local theatre to form a set of fixed tune-patterns which
involve melody rhythm, metre and mode.
The aria structure of the Chinese theatre in its present form primarily
belongs to banqiangti. Its music structure is derived from several local theatres
and the classical kun dramas which it displaced later. By far the greatest part of
the musical materials is, however, taken from the two basic modes of music
known as xipi and erhuang Xipi contains xipi tunes and its reversed
tunes fanxipi likewise erhuang. The musical beats of xipi and erhuang
are termed banvar [measure in traditional Chinese music], and they can
be further divided into slow rhythm basic rhythm moderate rhvthm
quick rhythm running rhvthm erliu swaying rhythm
diffused rhythm and inverted rhythm In addition, xipi has the
southern bangzi a gav and effeminate tune, and erhuang has the Dragon
curl and sioingdiao a carefree and sometimes mischievous tune12.
It is notable that the musical content of the Peking Opera is limited and
repetitious in its forms, but it is precisely this factor that endows it with strong
n. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 52.
12. All these terms are directly quoted from Tao-ching Hsu's translation.
See Hsu, p. 67.
appeal. 13 And each of these beat patterns not only is there a mark of rhythm
in the tunes, but there are also corresponding emotional elements. Generally
speaking, erhuang tunes are associated with solemnness, and its reversed tunes are
associated with sorrow, whereas tunes seem to relate to cheerfulness.
Although the tunes are thought to contain the given emotional elements
inherently, they can be very flexible when they are used to present different
characters in different cases. For instance, erhuang is used to convey You
Sanjie's tenderness in Honglou ervou [You Sisters], and alsc
to represent Yang Yuhuan'i enchanting beauty in The Intoxicated Roval
Concubine [.as well
c). The Possibilities of Creating Originality
The form of singing is the essence of our discussion here even though it is
confined by a set of strict conventional rules. The form of singing becomes the
essence of our discussions here. The singing form primarily involves the linguistic
and the paralinguistic factors as well as music quality. They are related to the
transformations from the literal to the non-literal, from the pure phonics of
language to the musicality. Of course, they also involve the relationship between
the communicational and aesthetic qualities of singing. Keeping this basic
background of our study in mind, I would like to focus on the representative
dimensions which are usually considered as the possibility of artistic creation in
Chinese theatrical performance; that is, the process of transformation from their
phonic to their musical quality and, finally, the harmony of their musicality with
the emotional connotation they signify. In such a multiple network of relations, a
13. Colin Mackerras, Chinese Theatre: From Tts Origins to the Present Day
( Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Pr., 1983), p. 128.
sign of the singing (a word is sung) usually refers to its phonic contents, its
music note in the system of a given tune, and the meaning and the feeling it
stands for in the whole aria. Considered from a semiotic point of view, the first
two may play the role of signifier, while the last becomes the signified. In other
words, such a relationship between the multiple signifier and signified contains a
sense of double modelling. Because of the multiple signifier, the meaning of the
sign becomes rich. Generally speaking, when a sign acting in the multiplicate
relation of a sign-system, it is impossible to be divided into signifier and signified
absolutely. For there are various situations in which the sign of a prior
signifier-signified relationship may be the signified of a further one, or a sign has
several signifier-signified relationships e.g. a signified with several signifiers. But
for precision's sake, I prefer to provisionally separate them from each other.
Since the signifier of a singing sign usually involves all paralinguistic
factors which vary according to different singers. Its signified may indicate two-
leveled meaning: one refers to the original text of the aria which could be a
written or a non-written form (oral or performance) and, the other relates to the
holistic effect of the aria after it is sung which is a realized sign. Usually, the
former is literal, poetic and purely linguistic. It has set a framework of meaning
in literal or linguistic form. The latter is musical and paralinguistic. It also
assumes a process of transformation from literal to phonetic, and futhermore, to
musical form. In the process, it realizes what the former provides at a new level.
But in the Chinese case, the relationship between a performance text and its
written form is less important than the intertextuality between different
performance texts of the same play. In this sense, the literal content and the
literary value of an original text are considered as totally subordinate to its
performing value in the Chinese theatre. Due to the fact that the performing
differences of a given play are particularly stressed, the relationship between the
signifier and its realized signified has always been crucial for the Chinese theatre.
Moreover, in this relation, the signified is carried by the signifier from the
beginning to the end of a performance and, it is realized by the interaction of
the factors of the signifier. Therefore, the signifier becomes the crux of the
realization of Chinese performance.
The signifier includes all conventional techniques of singing. It assumes the
realization of the signified. And it serves to distinguish various styles of singing
in the Chinese theatre. It is the carrier of performance, and also the value of
performance itself. In my opinion, all these features refer to a basic point, that
is, the possibilities of creating originality in performance. The signifier is
composed of several factors— changes in any of them may bring about a new
aesthetic interpretation to the original text in the performing art. Talking about
such changes in the singing signs, we have to deal with two conventional rules
about the singing art of Peking Opera. The first concerns the phonic level
whereas the second relates to the musical level. They will be presented as
follows:
1). The Art of Enunciation
The enunciation of words is the basis of singing in Peking Opera.
Depending on the particular phonics of the Chinese language, it has beautified and
exaggerated the original or ordinary phonic phenomenon to become part of the
aesthetic phonics of the stage. The art of enunciation comprises two artistic
methods, namely quick enunciation' and 'slow enunciation'
The auick
enunciation involves how to enunciate a word comprised only of an initial
consonant and a simple vowel like etc. And when one enunciates'ma'
such words on the stage, one must enunciate all the phonemes without inflexion.
And the slow enunciation refers to the method of pronouncing the words which
often have a compound vowel or a diphthong. A compound vowel may comprise
head vowel, the essential and tail vowel. When an actor sings, he must enunciate
every part of a compound vowel strictly according to the principle of chusheng
[enunciation of initial consonant], xingvin renunciation of the drawn-out
compound vowel], and shousheng guivui [to complete the initial
consonant and the head and the essential vowel and end in the tail vowel]. For
example, 'jia' l [home] must be sung as j-i-a', and 'xiang' must be sung as 'x-
i-yang' and end in a nasal sound. Chinese traditional theory of vocal music takes
the view that every sound has its own image.14 Thus each phoneme of a word
may contribute towards a vivid musical image. Such a process can be shown as
follows:














When a word is enunciated according to these rules, it is required to have two
14. Yue-fu chuan-sheng , see Chen Youhan, p. 56.
effects: clear (understandable) and melodious (beautiful). All these rules have
provided the possibilities of musicalization for a given aria. And at the same
time, they have created favorable conditions for the transformation from
enunciation to singing.
2). The Art of Singing
Singing is the medium of matching tunes with words in the Chinese theatre.
It harmonizes relations between the tunesmusic and wordslanguage and, through
this harmony it further seeks for the harmony between signifiers (the mixture of
sounds, tunes and so on), and signified (the emotional contents).
A general observation of various styles of singing in the Chinese theatre
shows that four kinds of sign changes may lead an old balance between the
signified and its original signifiers through the imbalance to a new balance.
a. the use of empty and additional words
The so-called empty words refer to those empty in a semantic sense, but
have particular function in singing art. And an additional word is usually used to
strengthen the sense of an individual style. Some great Chinese actors are very
good at putting empty words into the arias so that they can make the old arias
new in a performing sense, and may develop a new style of their own. Here I
would like to introduce an aria sung by Qiu Shengrong a famous actor in
the iing category, and also explain how he treats empty and additional words in
this aria.
The words in the following parentheses are empty or additional words and
the 'yous' in the fourth and fifth lines are he's in the original. I have changed
them in the translation in order to make them more 'readable' in English:
Fu-ma-ye jin-qian kan duan-xiang
Shang-xie-zhuo qin-xianglian (ta) san-shi-er sui
(Ta) zhuang-gao dang-chao fu-ma-ye
(Ta) qi jun-wang (ta) man huang-shang (ta) hui-hun nan-er
zhao dong-chuang
Giang zhuang-zi ya-zhi-zai (ya) mou di da-tang shang.
Come and take a close look, your Highness.
It says that Qin Xianglian, (she) thirty-two years of age,
(She) is filing a suit against your Highness, the great Lord.
For (you) cheating the Emperor, (you) defrauded his Majesty,
(You) a married man have become a royal son-in-law,
Her complaint is on (ah) my table in this court.15
In the six lines of xipi quick rhythm , Qiu has used six empty and
additional words, five of which are additional words of 'tz fheshel. Thev
are not important in semantic sense of the aria but important for its melody
b. the accentuation of some words in a given aria:
There are often some words governing the feelings of singing in a given
aria. A good actor usually treats these words emphatically and makes them more
effective. From Qiu Shengrong's representative aria--Yao Qi MiffmeH
rhythm we can set some idea about the art of treating words in the
Chinese theatre. Here I will take part of this aria as a example:
Xiaonucai zuoshi zhen danda
Yasi liao guozhang ni fanwangfa
15. Zha meian r'Tl-io PiitfilAcc WiiQhanHl sPP Oil!
shenerong vishu oinelun ii
Qiu Shengrong's Performing Artl, ed. Fang Rongxiang and
Zhang Yinde (Beijing: Zhongguo xiju chubashe
,1984), p. 47.
How dare you, you little audacious fool
Having killed the Empress' father,
you committed a heinous crime.
Having heard that his son killed the emperor's father-in-law, Yao Qi not
only is surprised, but also worries about his son and family. This aria is sung
after Yao Qi slapped his son's face. It presents a mixture of anxiety, anger and
fear. When Qiu sings this aria, he accentuates the first three words 'xiaonucai'.
and emphasizes 'nu' with nao houvin [head voice], and at the third
word cai he conveys a change from anger to sorrow in the character's feelings.
And then he sings by separating zuoshi and zhen danda with a break
(mingqikou' and accentuates each word of 'zhendanda'. 'vasi liao guozhang'
with one word one beat. And every word sounds with intense sorrow. Finally,
he treats the word 'fan with a tremor (chan vin] so that the sorrow
between the words is expressed inwardly. It is obvious that the accentuation of
some words in a given aria technically has been viewed as an important part of
the artistry of singing.
c. the use of musical ornaments
Musical ornament is a typical western music notation. Traditional Chinese
musical practitioners had their own notations to describe complex musical
phenomena; nowadays they have already applied western musical notations and
scores to record music in written form, although they still use their own jargon
among themselves.
The musical ornaments used in traditional Chinese theatre are unique in the
sense that the method of stage singing involves not only music, but the
enunciation of Chinese words as well. I have mentioned earlier on that the
enunciation of words itself is the process of melodization and it has provided the
possibilities of musicalization. Therefore the presence of a musical ornament of
the Chinese stage singing probably is the result of the pronunciation of words
itself, rather than a pure musical technique. Studying this theatrical musical
phenomenon, some theatre researchers distinguish two kinds of ornaments in the
Chinese theatre singing: one can be noted down in western notations as trills,
portamenti and so on16; and the other is governed mainly by the methods of
pronunciation. The use of glottal sounds can be taken as a good example.
Glottal sounds in the Chinese theatrical singing comprise two types, namely
'shizuvin [real glottal stop], and 'xuzuvin [form glottal stop]. The
former draws out the vowel with beats when a word is sung. For example, when
IM [home] is sung, it is usually sung as iia-a-a-a. However, the latter refers
to the method of the addition of a consonant 'h' before repeating the vowel; in
this case, ]ia will be sung as iia-ha-ha-ha. The form glottal stop variation is
often found in the role of old lady Of course, the two methods are also
mixed together in other character-categories.
Such a musical feature caused by pronunciation of words not only indicates
an important aesthetic characteristic of the theatrical singing—the phonological
elements may dominate the pure musical ones; it also indicates the dominant
position of singing artistrysignifier in its relation to its two interrelated
signifieds.
d. transplanting musical phrases from other categories and local theatres:
Arias and music notes have restricted conventions for different categories of
stage-singing in the Chinese theatre. But to a good actor, these restrictions do
not prevent creative originality; on the contrary, such restrictions can be the
16. Chen Youhan, ibid., pp. 78-9.
source of artistic creation. For instance, Qiu Shengrong, whose stage appearance
has been taken to mark the turning point in the singing style of the masked-
character category,17 was very good at assimilating whatever was beneficial in
the singing technique of the other categories. He transformed the tunes of the
old man type from Zhu Lianzh; , fZhulian Stronghold! to the aria of the
masked category when acting in Dao vum; t [Stealing the Imperial Horse
And while performing The Orphan of Zhao, he assimilated some elements from
Han tune to convey Wei Jiang' deep remorse for his wrongly blamin
Cheng Yi and Gongsun Chujii He has been considered very
successful in the transplantation of singing arts from other categories and
theatres.
Obviously, the significance of Qiu's art is his original creation in singing
artistry. He transformed successfully some details of conventions in as much as
he established a new relation between the signified and the signifier of the given
arias through his singing.
If the process of realization of signs involves three elements—original
signified (the totality of a play before performance), signifier (the unit of all
artistic methods and techniques used during performance), and the realized
signified (the effects of performance), we can find that among the three elements
Peking Opera particularly stresses the signifier. The signifier is the essence of
the theatre; even in the linguistic part, the signifier (paralinguistic factors) of a
sign also dominates over its signified (linguistic content).
Because of the importance of the signifier, the Chinese theatre has a set of
strict conventions confining the singing and speaking art. On the one hand, it
stresses the limitations of technical conventions in order to keep its aesthetic
17. Fang Rongxiang Zhang Yinde, ibid., p. 40.
standard and artistic quintessence; on the other hand, it allows flexibility in the
use of the conventions that provide a main source of production of theatrical
metaphor [creating originality].
2). Gestural Sign-set:
In the first chapter, dealing with the theories of gestural signs on the stage,
I have pointed out that what the general characteristics of gesturality shared by
theatres over the world are the following three functions: 1) the deictic function
concerning the presence of the dramatic characters, 2) the indexical function and
3) the symbolic function. By exception, the symbolic function of gesturality is
seldom encountered in some theatres, but is common in others like the Chinese
theatre. According to Patrice Pavis, gestural signs of the Chinese theatre
certainly bear all the characteristics of symbolic function: a) body movements
have been stylized and semanticized; b) body movements are ruled by conventions,
c) they are lexicalized and then, possibly, segmented. But I cannot totally agree
that in Peking Opera, every gesture is fixed into an immutable form which does
not imitate the evoked object, but signifies it by conventions.18 I think in the
Chinese theatre, every gesture may have a fixed form according to conventions,
but this form (signifier) is not necessarily an arbitrary decision to its signified. In
other words, it cannot be generalized that the gesturality of the Chinese theatre
does not rely on mimesis but on conventions. For all gestures of the Chinese
theatre, of course, were originally the imitation of life, and little by little, they
have been to a certain degree embellished and exaggerated into a kind of dance;
some of them, in fact, have been accepted as an immutable conventional forms
18. Patrice Pavis, Semiology of Theatrical Gesture, Poetics Today (Spring
1981): 65-93.
which have lost their original concrete meanings. In order to grasp substantially
the characteristics of gesturality of the Chinese theatre, we must give a more
detailed analysis of this subset.
Defining the gesturality of the Chinese theatre, Qi Rushan, an expert in the
Chinese theatre, says: in the Chinese theatre, the movements of the actor are
termed shenduan [posture] or wush: [dance gesture]. Conducted
according to certain rules, they are quite different from real life. Comparatively
speaking, the movements on the western stage also can not be entirely equated
with reality, but the difference is rather small. Nevertheless, all the stage
movements on the Chinese stage, more or less, resemble dancing [rather than
ordinary life] 19 This statement reveals the following
features of gesturality: the gestures of Peking Opera originate from ordinary
gestures; they are a kind of transformation of reality; this transformation is to
beautify ordinary gestures and make them different from the original when they
are performed on stage. Since many gestures of the Chinese theatre to a certain
degree, look like dancing, they inevitably need to be defined by some acting
rules, namely, conventions.
These features indicate two important relations between the ordinary and the
theatrical gestures, and between the dramatic and the dancing gestures. In fact,
the two relations center on what is the essence of gestures in Peking Opera.
Qi Rushan has emphasized that every movement in the Chinese theatre seems
like a kind of dance. Later on, Chen Youhan summarized the idea from an
aesthetic point of view: every movement has been embellished to be a kind of
19. Qi Rushan Qi Rushan Ouanii [The Complete
Works of Qi Rushan]( Taipei: Lianjing, 1979), p. 21.
dance, and thus it seems to contain the beauty of dance.20 Since the gestures of
Peking Opera have been considered to have a close relation to dancing, we have
to center our discussion on this relation.
Let us firstly define what stage gesturality in the Chinese theatre really is.
Is it sufficient to say that it is a pure dancing gesture or a dramatic gesture?
Generally speaking, dancing gestures are different from dramatic gestures
because of their high abstractness. They avoid signifying, in a concrete sense, by
direct imitation of body movements in ordinary life. They usually are integrated
into a closed system with a very weak iconic value (in Peirce's sense), for
example, the gestures in ballet. Inversely, dramatic gestures normally are
understood to bear concrete meaning and imitativeness. In order to serve for
plot development in drama, they seek for an iconic effect, and signifying in a
concrete sense. Should the gesturality of the Chinese theatre identify with the
former or the latter? To answer this question, we must give the system of
gestures a still closer examination.
The gesturality of the Chinese theatre can roughly be distinguished into two
groups: pure dancing gestures and embellished dramatic gestures. The former
refers to those with the focus on the plastic and pure dancing values, they
usually bear high lyrical value and weak dramatic value. Such gestures include
acrobatic fighting, some pure dancing parts as sword dance (e.g., in The
Prince's Farewell tap-sleeve dance' (e.g., in Chang E's Flight
to the Moon' ,etc., and certain tableau-like postures at the beginning
and the end of a scene, etc. The latter, on the other hand, refers to those more
life-like gestures which may signify in a concrete sense and serve as constituent
inseparable from the dramatic plot, such as the acts of sewing, feeding chickens,
20. Chen, ibid., p. 148.
plucking flowers, opening a door and stepping into a doorway, and so on.
In fact, pure dancing gestures which extend a dramatic movement to be a
longer lyric time are not so common in the Chinese theatre, especially in the
sense of dance. Most gestures constitute necessary parts of a given dramatic
development. On the one hand, they seem more life-like than pure dance in form;
on the other hand, they have been conventionalized to bear a lyrical quality of
the dance (e.g., steps and walking). Although different types of characters have
different styles of step and walking, the step gestures and walking are based on
ordinary movements in reality. They are not pure dance, but have a kind of
beauty of dance to a certain extent. Considering such a feature, we can say that
most gestures in Peking Opera are a kind of conventionalized dramatic gesture.
Conventionalized gesturality is one of the fundamental characteristics of
Peking Opera. It embodies a particular style of the dramatic gestural system.
Under this basic feature, all gestures, more or less, have both dramatic and
lyrical qualities. They range from ordinary life-like movement to dancing, from
more dramatic to more lyrical.
In order to further explain the essence of this continuum, I will use
Peirce's second triotomy of sign to classify gestural signs. From such a specific
semiotic angle, we can roughly distinguish Chinese theatre gestures into the
iconic, indexical and symbolic signs.
In the Chinese theatre, the iconic may refer to more life-like gestures. This
type of gestural sign, more or less, bears similar features for what it represents.
For example, anshang [silent entrance] and anxia [silent exitl belong to
this type, though they have been lexicalized and semanticized: they are used in
eavesdropping scenes and when servants enter or leave while the master is
speaking. When these two gestures are performed on the stage, the body
movements seem natural without special rules and without accompanying music.2
But, the body movements of iconic quality (e.g., silent entrance and exit) are
exceptional in Peking Opera. Detailed observation reveals that some facial
expressions have iconic qualities. However, the pure iconic gestural signs are
seldom encountered because the gesturality has been so stylized in the Chinese
theatre.
The indexical gestures may be associated with two cases in the Chinese
theatre: one is about the mutual operation between gestural signs, and the other
refers to the relationship between gestural sign and the signs from other semiotic
subsets, especially those related to the linguistic and to costume. Due to the fact
that the first case is a commonplace almost in every theatre, I would like to
focus on the second case only.
First of all, let us talk about the relationship between gestures and linguistic
utterances. Some semioticians have tried to separate the linguistic system from
the gestural system when they study theatrical semiotics. In the Chinese theatre,
gesturality has been always an independent semiotic system. All its signs have
their fixed meaning so that when they are put together to constitute a piece of
action, they can signify without any accompanying music or linguistic utterance.
But in specific performance, the gestures and linguistic utterances usually are
dependent on each other. Even though there are pure gestures without the
company of linguistic utterance, such as certain types of posturing or
movement phrases of zoubian aiba and iia zhu ,22 most
21. Qi Rushan, vol. 1, p. 34.
22. Oiba On entering, a warrior usually assumes a certain posture and
gesticulates by gripping his wrists in turn, stretching his arms, etc. This means
that he is making sure that his dress is properly fastened for action.
Jiazhu Several warriors may touch each other s weapons ana
hold them still for a while. This means they cannot get the better of each other
gestures which are present in the company of linguistic utterances have been
considered by traditional researchers as an accessory to speech or singing. Qi
lines, speaking or singing.23 Quoting Liu Lian's, opinion in his Wu vi
rOn the Art of Dancel. the choreography is based on the lines
24 Qi further explains this point with examples as follows.
When the actor is speaking or singing, he must represent what he is
speaking or singing through his body movement. For instance, the actor has to
hold out both of his hands to form a circle representing the moon when he is
talking and singing about the moon (e.g., Xue Pinggui's Return Talking
about his experience, Qi goes on: when I designed the stage gestures for Mei
Lanfang ' in Chang E's Flight to the Moon. Fairies Scattering Flowers
and The Prince's Farewell I tried to suit all gestures with the
lines25
Superficially, it is no problem to take gesturality as the accessory of speech
or singing. Actually, only if considering this point from a semiotic angle, can we
understand what the true relation between gestures and linguistic utterances is in
the Chinese theatre. In the semiotic sense, gestures are not necessarily a
presentation of the given linguistic contents. When a gesture is presented
together with a linguistic utterance, it usually is not the presentation of the
and thus there is a pause in the scuffle.
See Tao-Ching Hsu, ibid., p. 134.
23. Vol.1, p. 364.
24. Qi Rushan, Vol.1, p. 345.
25. Vol. 1, p. 365.
Rushan believes that zuoeom [acting] is the gesture or movement of hands,





speech or singing. In fact, it has the same signified with the linguistic utterance.
In other words, both the gesture and the linguistic utterance play the role of
signifier of a sign. They cooperate together to convey a common signified. In
this triangle, the signifier is composed of two mutually complementary elements.
Different from the relation between the gestural and the linguistic, the
relation between the gestural and costumal is based on a particular aesthetic
principle. Focusing on this issue, Hsu Tao-ching states from a historical point of
view:
In the Chinese theatre, both the costume and the style of acting
are the result of centuries of tradition and development; no one can
be said to have designed the one and directed the other, hence the
present close relationship between costume and acting may be said to
be the result of a long mutual influence.26
Historically, it is impossible to determine which one is the determinant in
this conventional relation. Sometimes the design of a gesture depends on specific
costume, and sometimes a portion of the costume has to be changed because of
certain gestural requirements. For example, the tap-sleeves have been extended
from the early shorter form to the present long flowing form to enhance the
beauty of both costume and gesture. And the tap-sleeve dance in Chang Fs
Flight to Moon may be taken as the perfect representational form of the tap-
sleeve. The usage of beards also follows an aesthetic principle similar to that of
the history of the tap-sleeve. As Qi Rushan observed: Chinese Ancients highly
valued the beauty of a full beard. Therefore the usage of a full beard has been
paid attention to and has been perfected. And many famous actors have created
various gestures by virtue of the beard.27 Besides the indexical relation based on
an aesthetics, is there any other relation between the costumic and gestural
26 Ibid., p. 149.
27 Qi Rushan, Vol.1, p. 69.
signs? I was once told that the posture of an emperor at the beginning of a play
may be based on the costume he wears. The stage gestures are designed in a
particular way in order to show the dignity of the emperor, and to match some
symbolic marks such as dragon, sea water, the sun and the moon embroidered on
his gown. If this is true, it can be taken as an appropriate example of the
indexical gestural sign. The gesture here may be only an accessory signifier of a
piece of symbolic costumic sign. In this case, the gesture is subordinate to the
costume. The relation between them is no longer the usual parallel one.
In the indexical connection of gestures with other subsets, gestures have a
very special relation with the properties system on the stage of the Chinese
theatre (Thus will be discussed below when I deal with properties more
specifically). Now we had better turn to the symbolic gestures.
The symbolic gestures can be defined to be those signifying in the abstract
rather than concrete sense. Such gestures themselves have become conventions.
Their represented content and representing form are present immutably from play
to play. Most gestures concerning the stage battle, in my opinion, can be taken
as symbolic signs. Such gestures as huizhen [meeting in battlefield], oida
[start fighting], etc.28 all belong to immutable conventions with their fixed
meaning and form. Zoubian [walking in the roadside] is another example.
It refers to a set of gestures—the actor enters facing the audience but steps to
the side suggesting walking in the dark or on tiptoe.29 This gesture was adopted
originally to represent the acts of sneaking, stealing and catching a thief at
28. Huizhen when two armies meet they arrange themselves at a
visible distance from each other.
Qida the generals or their deputies fight personal combats in
front of the soldiers after they have arranged themselves already.
See Oi Rushan. Vol. 1. D. 40-7.
29. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 36.
night, etc.30 And liangzhu [a stopping post in fighting] refers to th
posture which occurs in a battle, when the two armies suddenly stop fighting (the
music also stops); it represents the mutual withdrawal for a pause before another
charge. The actor should look at each other as if watching for a surprise attack,
but as Qi pointed out, changed from the old convention, the gesture later was
represented by the posture of facing the audience instead of looking at one's
opponent.31
From the above-mentioned examples, we can see that only those gestures
immutably used from play to play (that is, fixed in form and content) are
classified to be symbolic gestures in any real sense. And the original relations
between their formsignifier and the contentsignified have become dim. With the
increasingly sophisticated development of artistic performance, they have been
taken as conventionalized methods so that they have become less effective in the
dramatic and lyrical sense than other conventionalized gestures like qiba
[prepare to go to battle] and tangma [riding a horse]. The latter is often
used to convey an individual disposition of a character; therefore, its signifier can
vary according to different characters. In other words, such gestures have the
possibility to signify in a concrete sense. In fact, neither pure iconic nor pure
symbolic gestures are commonly encountered in the Chinese theatre. Most
gestures bear both iconic and symbolic qualities.
Due to the fact that all gestures of Peking Opera are stylized, they have
been mistaken to be symbolic, and further to be the result of an arbitrary
decision. It is clear that when going beyond stylization and conventionality, we
can see differences between gestures: e.g., life-like gestures versus pure dancing
30. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 35.
31. Qi Rushan, Vol.1, p. 46.
gestures, the dramatic versus the lyrical and the iconic, the indexical versus the
symbolic. These three groups of gesturality usually overlap, especially in actual
performance. Both linguistic and gestural signs constitute the dominant working
systems, for they give the main impetus to the operation of a whole performance.
Besides these dynamic sign sets there static ones which are also absolutely
necessary and require separate treatment.
3). Costumic Sign-set:
Normally, this system is composed of two basic groups: costume and makeup.
In the Chinese theatre, makeup includes the masks used in iing [mask
character] and chou [comedian] categories. Due to the fact that the usage of
masks actually has its special meaning in an ideological sense, I will place a
considerable amount of emphasis on it in the following discussion.
Like its counterparts in other theatres, costumes, makeup and masks in the
Chinese theatre, help form the appearance of the characters and indicate some
characteristics of the dramatis persona.
As we have mentioned before, the Chinese theatre distinguishes its
characters into four categories: sheng. dan, iing and chou. According to this
classification, characters in the different categories manifest certain nuances in
costume and makeup. In the list made by Qi Rushan, of the more than seventy




-a formal gown of Ming dynasty (1368-1643) worn by
both men and women on ceremonial occasions.
-semi-formal gown worn by men and women in
meetings and minor official occasions.
3). tie2 r --informal dress worn by men and women at home
4). ka
-armour worn by military officials in inspections
It always has a mirror on the breast-plate and a
tiger's head below the mirror.
5). kaichan
»
—similar to tiezi. worn bv military official:
as semi-formal dress
6). QUI -petticoat, which can be cream or red, plain or
embroidered. Women wear it on all occasions,
except foreigners, women warriors, prisoners and
some serving maids.32
Although these six types are probably shared by different category-
characters, they are still distinguished by different colors, designs and accessories
etc. For instance, the mang may be worn by different people in different colors
on the stage: the emperor is in yellow and the honest person is in red or green,
and women are in different design accompanied with a shawl.
Of the four types of character, the two types—masked characters (iing)
and the comedians (chou) need to be elaborated upon. They differ from the other
categories in that they wear mask and heavy make-up. Although the removable
type of mask is seldom used in the Chinese theatre, and the mask is normally
painted on the actor's face, such a 'painted face' for ling still can be considered
as a kind of mask. Such a 'painted face' differs from the makeup on the male
and female characters which basically resembles natural human face; furthermore,
it is distinct from heavy make-up because the color and pattern of the paint is
32. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., pp. 45-6.
unlike any human face.33 Distinctive heavy make-up determines the style of
acting, including singing and elocution of the comedians in the Chinese theatre.
In short, the costumes, make-up and masks are used according to strict
classifications of categories.
Historical abstraction can be taken as another feature of costumic signs in
the Chinese theatre. Talking about this, Qi Rushan has once pointed out: the
costume, termed xinetou among the actors, was designed on the basis of
costumal styles of Tang, Song, Yuan and Ming dynasties.
The usage of costume in the theatre has been standardized for different
characters according to different ages, social status, etc., disregarding the
differences between historical periods, districts and seasons.34 And he goes on,
the standardized theatrical costume is a self-contained system of garments, head¬
gear, foot wear and other personal ornaments which is a mixture of Chinese dress
ranging from Tang (618-906) to Qing dynasty (1644-1911) and does not conform in
details to any particular period. No contemporary costume is used in the classical
theatre.35 Garments belonging to different periods are not only worn in the
same drama but also by the same person.36
With the historical development, many dress fashions were used in the
theatre, and later accepted as a fixed usage of theatrical costumes. Such
examples can be listed as coat trousers waistcoat fashionable
lined or ordinary costume and aivi gown worn by a Manchu lady]
33. Ibid., p. 43.
34. Qi Rushan, Vol. 1, p. 55.
35 Oi Rushan. Jineiu zhi bianaian fThe Changes of the
Peking Opera] (Taipei: Chongguang 1964), p. 18.
36. Wang Mengsheng Livuan iiahua fThe Stories about
the Pear Garden], quoted and trans, by Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 45.
etc.37
From the above-mentioned records, we can see that the formation of
Chinese theatrical costumes assumes a process of historical abstraction.
Summarizing this process, Qi Rushan has ascribed the formation of the
conventions to the following five reasons: a) historical changes and the
development of theatre; b) the result of striving for luxuriousness of performance
(the rich and powerful families of different dynasties have added many new style
costumes to the theatre); c) costume considered as a kind of tribute; d) famous
actors tried to make something special in order to be different; e) the costume
designers tried to make something different and beautiful to attract customers.38
Except the first reason, the other four reasons seem to have direct influence on
the sophisticated form of theatrical costumes. Particularly, the reasons also
indicate the external stimulus of the aestheticism of Chinese theatrical usage on
costume design. Aestheticism is the third feature of theatrical costumes. A
historical inspection in the usage of costumes in the Chinese theatre reveals that
aestheticism is a very important principle governing the acceptance or the change
of costumes. As we have mentioned earlier, the extension of tap-sleeves and full
beard was the result of an aesthetic expectation. The acceptance of fighting coat
and trousers was also based on the sense of aestheticism; likewise the
subtle changes in the original meaning of kaoqi [flag that accompanies
Commands] and lingzi 39. After the introduction of the basic features of
costumic sign set in Peking Opera, that is, strict classification of character
37 Vol.1, pp. 58-9.
38. Vol. 1, pp. 70-1.
39. The two long pheasant feathers worn by warriors (six or seven feet
long) were originally exaggerated feathers of authentic decorations on foreign
warriors but are now also by native military officials, see Tao-ching Hsu, p. 48.
category, high historical abstraction and tendency of aestheticism, I will now
analyze the signs which serve to form these characteristics in terms of semiotics.
Generally speaking, we can distinguish costumic signs according to their
represented objects. Essentially, the costumes and makeup representing spirits or
animals, in most theatres, usually belong to non-iconic signs. This point also
makes sense for the Chinese theatre. The costumic signs, even those serving to
represent human beings in the Chinese theatre are quite different from each other
in quality. Roughly I divide them into two distinct types: iconic and symbolic
that almost match the classification of character category.
The iconic signs usually refer to the costumes and makeup of two
categories—the male characters in general (sheng). and the female characters
(dan). The symbolic signs may particularly refer to the masks used in iing and
chou categories.
The costumes and makeup used in the sheng and dan categories compared
with the others can be considered as iconic costumic signs. Although they have
been abstracted from historical dynasties and beautified in the artistic sense, more
or less, they still carry the sense of historical authenticity. Especially the
makeup used in these two categories almost totally identifies with real people.
This has been pointed out by Hsu Tao-ching in considerable detail:
Chinese players, like western actors, wear stage makeup.
Young male and female roles use both powder and rouge, the rouge
mainly as shade, to change the apparent contour of the face. The
outer ends of the eyes and eyebrows of both male and female roles
are lifted by bandages in order to make the face look more
handsome.40
And this kind of makeup does not seem different from those off the stage.41
40. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 49.
41. Qi Rushan, Vol.1, p. 89.
Different from the iconic costumic signs, those used in the categories of iing
and chou can be defined as symbolic costumic signs. Although they have been
always emphasized in traditional discussions of makeup in Peking Opera, I will
now give them a new examination in terms of semiotics.
The symbolic signs are associated with the masks and heavy makeup. The
former is used in iing category whereas the latter in chou category. In order to
discuss the essence of the symbolic costumic sign, we had better, at first, trace
the historical sources and evolution of their formation in the theatre.
According to Qi's research, the theatrical usage of masks in the Chinese
theatre derived from the imitation of ancient armature, the shamman's rituals, the
records of gods and spirits in some books, and the decorations on ancient
earthenware etc. It developed in the following two wavs: 1) the olavers imitated
the masks of Prince Lanlin§ of North Qi dynasty (550-577) etc. to
represent human beings. And they tried to make theatrical masks bearing the
typical features of some historical figures. In the early stage of the theatre,
primitive performance did not have linguistic utterances; the players could wear
real masks on stage. With the development of theatrical form, singing and
speaking were required in performance so that the movable masks had to be
finally replaced by painted faces. 2) the ancient players represented gods and
spirits with the aid of some symbolic masks which were specially made with some
symbolic marks on them. Usually they were used to represent those supernatural
beings who never speak on the stage as lingang [temple guards], caishen
[the God of Wealth] and tudi [the earth gods] etc. Another kind of
mask may be used to represent foreigners. Foreigners were traditionally thought
by Chinese people as a kind of being different from human beings and gods.42
42. Qi Rushan, Vol.1, pp. 646-53.
They were often associated with evil as well as recorded as myths in some
ancient books.
Through the above-mentioned historical observations, we can see clearly that
the theatrical usage of mask is closely associated with various ancient beliefs: the
beliefs in historical national heros, in supernatural powers and conjectures about
different races and nations.
If we agree that all these represented objects with masks--historical figures,
supernatural beings and foreigners were performed on the basis of certain
primitive beliefs, how can we explain correctly that some human beings are also
represented with masks?
In classical Chinese theatre, masks are used specially to represent military
officers or warriors rather than literatinon-military personalities in
general.
In Chinese tradition, the image of men of letters usually was associated with
ideal qualities and behavior which stressed moderation, whereas most military
officers or warriors were believed to involve, better or worse, some immoderate
and violent actions. Both the loyal and the treacherous has weakness in their
personalities. And a theatrical mask, according to Qi Rushan, is usually used to
indicate errors and immoderation on the part of the wearer's personality or
behavior.43 For instance, Guanyu a famous historical, how legendary, hero
respected by both actors and audiences, is represented with a red painted face
because of his killing of Hao Xionghu to save Chen Shouyi
even though what he did was considered just and upright.
Obviously, the masks used to represent some human beings were derived
from a cultural ideology. This ideology not only has helped to shape certain
43. Vol. 1, p. 642.
representational form for the Chinese theatre, but has greatly influenced other
aspects of this form as well. That is, the masks also have special functions in
the formation of a hierarchy among the represented characters by virtue of the
diverse colors and painting patterns. As Brusak says: Pattern and color of
makeup [mask] are signs of the character of the personage represented by the
actor.44 Moreover,
Colors fulfill a much more precise sign function. It is
comparatively rare to find the whole face painted with one color;
white, black, red and so forth. Black means simplicity, sincerity,
courage, and steadfastness; red denotes loyalty, honesty, and
patriotism, crimson is used with old men as a sign for the calm of
old age and prudence allied to these qualities; blue expresses
obstinacy, cruelty, and pride; yellow indicates ruthlessness, slyness,
and wiliness, white stands for hypocrisy, irascibility, baseness, and
viciousness. [On the one hand,] the extent of the colored are on the
actor's face corresponds to the extent of the moral quality in the
character of the dramatis persona,45 [and correlates to the extent of
the age of the characters on the other.]
The painting pattern of masks is normally divided into goulian (the
painted face is drawn on the face with grease colors, either with a brush or with
fingers, and leave a shiny surface) 46 and molian or fenlian
(powdered face—a completely or incompletely whitewashed face with artificial
wrinkles worn by arch traitors and machinators) according to Qi Rushan.47 The
latter differs from the former in that its purpose is not to accentuate the natural
features but to replace them with color patterns which usually in no way resemble
the human face. In other words, goulian is used to convey some typical
44. Signs in the Chinese Theatre, in Semiotics of Art, p. 66.
45. Ibid..
46. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 49.
47. Vol. 1, pp. 665-73.
characteristics of a person, whereas molian is applied to refer to one's false
appearance concealing one's real nature. Moreover, the goulian pattern could be
used to represent both loyal and treacherous personalities, whereas the molian
pattern may only be adapted to embody villains. In addition, these two types are
also different from each other in the technique of painting. One difference
between them may be emphasized here, that is, goulian. in most cases, refers to
the whole face oainted with diverse colors. And molian takes white as its
elementary color; it can be distinguished into five types: da bailiai [a
completely whitewashed face worn by arch traitors and Machiavellians], yuan
baolia [a shoe-shaped whitewashed face worn by crafty and evil persons],
vao zilian fa kidney-shaped whitewashed face worn by the wicked men];
doufulian [squarely whitewashed face worn by frivolous characters], and
zao heliar [white spot painted on the nose of comedians]. From a face
totally white to a mere white spot on the nose, the use of white presents a
continuum of various degrees. In the first case, the dramatis persona represented
with a face totally white usually informs the audiences that he is an arch villain.
In the second case, the character with a white spot on the nose suggests that he
may be an honest man with a few light moral blemishes (usually a simple
soldier).48
The close examination made above has revealed that the masks representing
human beings in the Chinese theatre function as symbolic signs in Peirce's sense.
When dealing with symbolic signs, Peirce says: the symbolic, [refers to]
something which functions as a sign because of some 'rule' of conventional or
habitual association between itself and its object.49 And a symbolic sign has the
48. Brusak, ibid., pp. 66-7.
49. Hawkes, ibid., p. 127.
arbitrary relationship between the signifier and signified. Applying these
statements to the use of masks representing both supernatural and human beings,
we can classify them as symbolic semiotic signs. Especially, the latter type of
representing human beings in Peking Opera, for the relationship between the
signifier (form including colors and painting patterns) and signified (meanings--
moral judgments as loyalty or treacherousness; dispositions or ages) is based on
cultural arbitrary decisions. The relationship of a given color to the fixed moral
conceptions, or to a kind of disposition is determined by cultural conventions, and
such conventions derived from the collective imagination rather than an universal
cause-effect decision.
The readers may have noticed that so far we have not mentioned the
indexical costumic signs in our discussion at all. This issue involves how to
define an indexical sign and the indexical function of a sign. To my mind, an
indexical sign refers to a sign that takes shape on the basis of the causal
connection with its object in the ontological sense. And the indexical function
points to the ability of indication of a given sign which could be an iconic, an
indexical or a symbolic sign.
In the case of the Chinese theatre, to find a pure indexical sign is probably
a thankless task. Owing to the fact that every piece of costume has an indexical
function, we had better focus on the indexical function of costumic signs.
In the Chinese theatre, usually a piece of costume has its special function to
signal the social category to which its wearer belongs. In the given dramatic
world, an item of costume may be considered an indexical sign which refers the
wearer's social category to the other characters in their social relations. But, we
must point out that this indicating function of a costumic sign in theatre stems
from that of a piece of real costume used in reality. Such a relationship between
theatre and reality has given the special indexical function to the usage of
costumes in theatre. As a result, through the theatrical costumic signs, the
audience can recognize the social status of the wearers.
We have mentioned earlier that the costumes are classified not only
according to the four categories of dramatic characters: sheng, dan, iing. and
chou, but also based on their social categories. That is to say, in the Chinese
theatre, the costumes have two basic indexical functions: 1) to indicate the
character-category to which the wearer belongs; 2) to refer the social status of
the wearer to the other characters and the audiences.
Firstly, let us talk about the relationship between the costumes and the
character-categories in the Chinese theatre.
Masks and heavy painted faces could be taken as the marks of the
difference of iing and chou categories from sheng and dan. The latter two use
human-like makeup and also are easily distinguished from each other, because of
their different sexes. In addition, some costumes mav be onlv related to certain
types of a given character-category. For instance, the coat and trousers
may only be worn by huadan fcomic woman and female warrior] rather than
aingyi (the lady) and guimendan • (the young lady).50 And the warriors
do not wear tab-sleevesin most cases, because they are expected to act more
with their bodies 51 rather than the long sleeves of garments.
Secondly, the signaling of social status of the wearer is the fundamental
function of theatrical costumes. Three cases could be discussed here: the
garments are shared by all categories; or the garments are only used within a
given category; or the garments are specially used with respect to a given social
50. Qi Rushan, Vol. 1, pp. 48-9.
51. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid., p. 155.
status. As we have noticed earlier, when the garments can be shared among the
categories, they usually inform us of the social category of the characters, firstly,
with the aid of the different categories, and then with the differences of coloi
etc. This is also true when the garments are only used within a given category
or a given type. For instance, man a formal gown, is worn by both men and
women on ceremonial occasions. Usually a yellow color is fixed for the emperor,
apricot color for an imperial kinsmen, and white for old ministers. Another
example may be guanvi [official garment], usually worn by middle and low
level officials. It is divided into red, blue and black; and red is used to indicate
the higher official, and black for the lowest.52 Tiez , informal dress worr
by men and women at home, is used with respect to age, and social status; the
indigo and the blue are worn by old characters; and the red and the pink by
youth; the plain blue is only worn by young scholars; and plain black worn by
poor people. It is notable that when there are several bits of parti-colored cloth
stitched on the black, they refer to patches and this kind of tiezi is named
fueuivi [rich and honor dress]. Because its wearers always achieve their
great aspirations and change their poor condition to richness.
If a garment is specially used with respect to a given social status, it is a
particular sign to define the wearer's social role without any other reference. For
example, eunuchs, Taoist priests, beggars, royal attendants, servants, flag-bearers,
gaolers, nuns, monks, Manchurians, pugilists, waiters, executioners, bawds, goblins,
etc. The costume of these dramatic roles is specially designed, more or less,
according to reality. Besides these cases there is another notable case, that is,
the costume of gods and spirits is often based on the descriptions in the popular
52. Qi Rushan, Vol. 1, pp. 55-6.
novels and the images in the temples53 according to Qi Rushan. Obviously, the
costume representing such supernatural beings is not derived from the reality of
human life, but from a kind of spiritual life. Therefore it does not refer to the
social status of the character. Rather, it is related to cultural common symbols
which also exist in other cultural representational models such as myth, religion,
fiction etc. On the one hand, it has a symbolic significance of an intertextual
relation with the symbolic signs in other forms. In this sense, they can also be
comprehended to be of indexical function.
Having given a detailed examination of the theatrical costumic signs
concerning their nature, typology and special function, I will turn to the last
semiotic set of the Chinese theatre, that is: properties sign-set.
4). Properties Sign-set:
Although scenic setting seems less important for the Chinese theatre,
compared with the importance of its linguistic, gestural and costumic sign-sets,
and with the sophisticated system of its counterpart in western realistic theatres,
I do think that it is really one of the fundamental features of the Chinese
theatre.
As used in all other theatres, the scenic properties of the Chinese theatre
also serve to define a space-time framework for the characters' acting on the
stage. But different from its western counterparts, the stage settings are
normally not made up of painted scenery or architectural structures, but employ
only a small number of separable articles, which function as specific signs
according to their positions on the stage.54 But this observation made by Brusak
53. Ibid., p.46.
54. Brusak, ibid., p. 59.
has only touched the surface of the matter. Pointing to the nature of the
Chinese theatre, Qi Rushan says, the principle of making reality out of emptiness
is taken as a fundamental characteristic for the use of properties in the Chinese
theatre. And realistic usage of properties is extremely rare on the Chinese stage.
Almost every scenic article must follow certain conventions when used on the
stage where it may appear in a total different way from its object in reality. Or
it may be adapted in a metonymical way, namely, a part represents the whole.55
In short, the use of theatrical properties in the Chinese theatre is generally not
realistic. This has been a characteristic of the Chinese theatre for so long that
it has had a profound effect on the artistic form of the Chinese drama. The
relative lack of realism, Tao-ching Hsu emphasizes, is not an accidental vestige of
the primitive theatre but is now an important means to achieve the aims which
make the Chinese theatre distinctive.56
From the above-mentioned statements, we can sum up three features of the
use of properties in the Chinese theatre: 1) the use of scenery properties seems
to be a disadvantage because of their sparse infrequency; 2) it avoids realism;
3) as a result, it is kinetic and flexible in both form and function.
These features may be taken as a potential topic of semiotic study of the
usage of theatrical property on the Chinese stage. To me, although material
scenic property is limited in quantity, within this small number, every piece of
property may contain very rich semiotic significance on the Chinese stage.
If we distinguish the stage properties according to their different functions,
we can roughly divide them into two groups: one is named scenic settings
comprising material articles to define a specific frame of the environment, they
55. Qi Rushan, Vol.1, p. 105.
56. Ibid., p. 99.
usually particularize the place of action (in time, history, society, and so forth).57
The other is termed scenic articles participating in the player's performance: they
represent a point of transition from scene to action space.58 The former is
relatively fixed, for example, boulders, trees, tables, chairs, city gates, and
mountains etc.; the latter is semi-fixed and dramatically active, for instance,
swords, goblets, umbrellas, lamps and so forth. However, these two distinct types
of properties interact with each other on the stage. Sometimes, they both exist
in a concrete sign. For example, the wind flaj [ is only used to represent an
environment with a strong wind, but such a situation is conveyed by virtue of the
act of waving four flags on the stage. In this sense, the wind flag is an
inflexible property. It can frame an environment, and refers to the action of the
characters too.
Seeing the property as a special sign-set with a semiotic perspective, I
think, we can gain an insight into the nature of the Chinese theatre as such.
Peirce' suggestive tripartite typology of signs will be applied to this particular
issue, that is, icon, index and symbol.
The first is icon. The governing principle in iconic signs is similitude. An
icon represents its object mainly by the similarity between the sign-vehicle and
its signified. With this working principle, we can find very few stage properties
belonging to iconic signs in the Chinese theatre. Only when swords, and other
weapons are represented by the similarity with real ones in form, can we consider
them as complete iconic signs. An iconic sign of property in theatre, is firstly, a
similitude with its object in form; and secondly, it is something only standing for
itself rather than anything else; for instance, an umbrella, a lantern, lamp, large
57. Brusak, ibid., p. 61.
58. Ibid., p. 61.
fan and so on. When these things appear on the Chinese stage, their function is
probably not amplified. However, the iconic signs of property are not used
commonly in the Chinese theatre.
The second is index. Indexical signs are causally connected with the
represented objects, often physically or through contiguity. This type of sign in
the system of stage property, can be considered a fundamental phenomenon and a
basic rule in the Chinese theatre.
The indexical signs in the property sub-set on the Chinese stage comprise;
the following two groups: the first is a material article referring to something
more than itself. It can be called metonymical property including both scenic
settings and scenic articles. The second is a non-material and non-existem
property represented by virtue of acting or acoustic signs. It can be termed a
complementary sign of property. Involving different sign-sets, this kind of sigr
seems more complicated than metonymical signs.
A metonymical sign is usually a material article representing a nonexistent
thing through contiguity or causal connection. In most cases, its signifier has a
metonymical relation to its signified, for example, a whip may represent a horse
or the act of riding a horse; an oar probably means a boat, and even conveys
the act of paddling a boat.59 From these examples, we can find a natural
connection between the signifier and signified. At least, a whip and a horse, or
an oar and a boat have an external relationship of contiguity. They are two
basic parts of the whole event—riding horse or paddling boat. When an incense
burner on a table represents an emperor's desk; an incense burner with two
candlesticks on a table means a temple, they also can be seen as a metonymical
sign. It is clear that the relation between the given part (signifiers) and the
59. Qi Rushan, Vol.1, pp. 105-9.
represented whole (signified) is not based on similitude but external contiguity.
Such a relationship reveals that a metonymical sign usually not only refers to
itself, but also indicates something else. Its original meaning has been amplified
with its shaping on the stage. The metonymical signs are as commonly used in
the Chinese theatre as a Gothic arch was used to represent an entire church
(Kvapil's staging of L'Annonce faite a Marie by P. Claudel), a green square on the
floor means a battlefield (Kvapil's Shakespearean cycle) etc. But what requires
stressing is that the metonymical signs of property on the Chinese stage are
always very simple and small articles, rather than large scale painted or
architectural structures.
Now, I would like to turn to the complementary signs. A complementary
sign refers to the non-material or non-existent scenic setting or scenic article.
The complementary sign of property also serves to structure a specific frame of
space-time for the actor's acting. But its presence is conveyed with the aid of
signs from other semiotic sets, sometimes of a gestural sign, sometimes of a
linguistic utterance, or a musical sign. For instance, the presence of a chicken is
conveyed through the gesture of feeding in Shi vuzhuo i [Picking up
the Jade Bracelet!, and the existence of various flowers is represented through
the antiphonal singing of Du Liliang and Chun Xiang in Youvuan
iingmene A Garden Visit of Soring Dreams!.
While a scenic setting is represented through a gesture gestures, the
relationship between the signified and signifiersignifiers is of mutual reference.
The two sides bear the qualities (as we have mentioned in the last chapter), that
is, the pointed and the pointing to. For instance, when an imaginary door is
conveyed through a gesture, it firstly plays the role pointed, and inversely points
to the act. And at same time, the gesture indicates the non-existent door and is
referred to by the non-material door as well.
While a scenic setting is conveyed by an aria, a speech or a dialogue, as a
signified of the sign, it will be a direct result of its phonic signifier having its
special function. This function, in Austin's words, is named performative function
of utterance. In fact, on the Chinese stage, most scenic settings serving as a
spatio-temporal background are represented by linguistic utterance, namely
performative utterance, especially those associated with dynamic and temporal
factors. For instance, in Honglou ervou i [You Sisters], the scenic settings
according to the plot, should be set in the following order: 1) Lai's house
2) the road towards Lai's house; 3) the outside and inside of Lai's house; 4) the
garden of Lai's House; 5) the mansion in huazh alley where Jia Liar
gets married to You Eriie 6) You Eriie's room: 7) the road where Liu
Xiangliai meets Xue Pai 8) Rong mansioi 9) Wang Xifeng'j
.room etc.60 The change from one scenic setting to the other usually is
conveyed through linguistic utterances or gestures, for example, on the way to
Lai's house, Jia Zhen sings: Together we spur on to Lai's house for fun
, and after a set of acts of riding, Xue Par speaks: Here
we are. Hi! Who is there? At the same time a servant
comes and admits them into the house yard.61 Besides these, all doors are
represented through gestures—opening, stepping and so on in this play as in other
plays. We know that there is never a material door set on the Chinese stage;
this is true of other background scenic settings. All of them should be conveyed
through actions or utterances. In the semiotic sense, they are established by
60. Jingiu huibian (Scripts Collection of Peking Opera], ed. Beijing
Research Institute of the Chinese Drama, Vol. 107 (Beijing: Beijing Publishing
Co., 1983), pp. 142-201.
61. Ibid., pp. 144-5.
relying on other sign-sets, that is, a visual sign (setting) is present with the help
of a dynamic sign (gesture). This complementary relationship between the static
and the kinetic, between the visual and the acoustic is exactly the source of the
performing aesthetic sense of Peking Opera.
Having dealt with the indexical scenic signs comprising the metonymical anc
the complementary, I now pass on to the symbolic scenic signs.
Many scenic settings and articles in the Chinese theatre have symbolic
functions. In Peirce1 sense, a symbolic sign has a conventional and unmotivated
relationship rather than a similitude or physical connection between the sign-
vehicle and its signified. The two groups of symbolic scenic signs need to be
paid attention to here. One is associated with static scenic setting, and the
other is associated with dynamic scenic articles.
Obviously, a chair used to represent a wall, a mountain, a stone, a door, a
weaving machine, a tree, etc.62 belongs to the first case. And what it stands for
depends on its position on the stage. If a chair is standing with a table in the
usual manner, either it is put behind or before the table (neichangv or
waichangyi it stands for an interior of a house.63 If it is placed side
on the ground or on its back, it signifies an embankment or earth work; if it is
overturned, it signifies a hill or mountain,64 or wall. In Sangvuan lizi
[A Son Abandoned]65, the son tied to a tree is represented by the way of his
62. Qi Rushan, Vol.1, p. 112.
63. Qi Rushan, Vol. 1, pp. 111-2.
Brusak, ibid., p. 62.
64. Brusak, ibid., p. 62.
65. In the story, the hero, while a fugitive in a war, lost contact with his
widowed sister-in-law and had to take care of both his own son and his brother s
child. In one journey, the two children, who had to be carried, slowed down the
progress dangerously and the hero tied his own son to a tress with a letter on
standing on a chair. Such a form of representation seems unreasonable and
illogical to one who is not familiar with the Chinese theatre. But it is natural
and common to Chinese audiences. Here, my focus will be on the symbolic sign
itself rather than the audience's responses. As a theatrical visual sign, the chair
has been totally changed in its original meaning and function to become a typical
symbolic scenic sign without any similitude or connection between the signifier
and its signified. Being a transformed theatrical sign, it serves to frame the
dramatic background in its particular way. Moreover, the message it sends is not
a universal logic code but a cultural one.
Besides these symbolic signs serving the scenic settings on the stage, there
is another kind of symbolic scenic sign. Normally they play the role of scenic
articles which function more dynamically in the dramatic space. For example.
cheai [Carriage flag], fengqi [Wind flag], shuiqi [Water flag], (see
photographs), vunpiar [painting cloud], vuehuaai [Bagua flag carried by
warrior's body-guard] and so forth.66
Elaborating the function of the carriage, Qi Rushan says, cheqi is represented by
two flags with the wheel-shaped decorative pattern on it. It signifies a carriage.
Usually the flags are held by an actor. On the stage, except for Zhu Gelian§
him asking whoever might find the son to take pity on him. Tao-ching Hsu, ibid.,
p. 72.
66. Qi Rushan, Vol. 1, pp. 106-17 and p. 803.
only women use carriage. And only when someone needs a carriage, can the
flag-holder appear, and after the passenger gets off the carriage, the holder must
leave the stage.67 Shuiai. of course, stands for water with the ripple mark
painted on a white flag. When the plot relates to a river etc., shuiai is present
on the stage. Another case is the use of vunpian. It is used when celestial
beings' actions are represented in the play. In general, vunpian is made of
hardboard cut in a cloud-shaped decorative pattern. When the celestial being is
present, the flags should be held by four cloud children 68 who lead the
way on the stage.
From these three examples, we can find some common features: 1) They are
represented through the small articles which must be held by the actors, rather
than fixed on the stage,;thus they participate in the players' performance, 2) They
are present as a symbolic abstract mark rather than a material object. Although
they seem like iconicindexical signs to a certain degree (the decorative pattern is
painted according to the real object or bears a metonymical relation with its
object), actually, serving as a theatrical scenic sign, they function in different
way from those of reality. Cheai does not stand for the wheel, but for the
carriage; furthermore it refers to a dramatic action of riding in a carriage. And
vunpian is not a cloud in the original sense, but indicates the celestial being's
action on the stage. All these special functions of this type of symbolic sign
belong to cultural theatrical conventions.
So far we have classified and analyzed the different scenic signs of the
Chinese theatre. The leading scenic signs are indexical and symbolic types on the
Chinese stage. Thus Peking Opera is able to use a small number of properties to
67. Ibid., p. 106.
68.. Ibid., pp. 107-8.
represent various spatial changes in the dramatic world; also it can free the
acting from the limitation of fixed material settings. It is worth noticing that
these characteristics coincide with a typical classical Chinese artistic thought,
that is, the principle of 'making something out of nothingness 69 or
'making reality out of emptiness Although some scholars attribute the
small quantity of the use of properties to the poorness of the Chinese theatre, I
myself don't believe that such so-called disadvantages are a determinant of the
formation of the particular properties system in the classical Chinese theatre.
Actually, the use of properties on the stage embodies an aesthetic concept that
points up a deep relation between an artistic form and an ideology.
In this chapter, we have studied the features of signs and sign-sets of the
Chinese theatre from a semiotic point of view. This examination reveals that
every sign-set has its rules governing the operation of its signs. The rules
constitute the distinct semiotic framework of the Chinese theatre; they further
prove that theatrical representation is basically a kind of cultural model
concerning a distinctive system of signs.
69. Tian Shilin Zptnvangdong zhongguoxi: zhongguo xiau de liiie vu
xinshang fHow to know the Chinese
Drama: The Understanding and Appreciation of Chinese Drama] (Taipei: Fenglang
baodao Publishing Co 1980), p. 155.
Chapter III. The Mutual Operations of Signs and
the Production of Meaning on the Chinese Stage
In the last chapter, I discussed the components of the Chinese theatrical
performance in terms of semiotics—theatrical signs. I have tried to separate the
signs and sign-sets from the organic performing system, though sometimes I have
had to analyze them from a more holistic perspective. In this chapter, I will
focus on the semantic structure of performance, going beyond the limit of sign-
sets and emphasizing the mutual operation of signs to produce meanings on the
Chinese stage.
The structure of the Chinese theatrical performance, like those of other
theatres, is basically constituted by the cooperation of different performing signs.
Yet, due to the peculiar semiotic features of its signs, the Chinese theatre differs
from the realistic theatre in the rules of constituting its meaningful structure. In
my opinion, the characteristics of the performing structure of the Chinese theatre
may be summed up as a particular pattern of transformation of dramatic space
and time on the stage which, I think, embodies the distinct semantic process of
the theatre. Therefore, I will bring this issue to the fore of my discussion in the
following.
On stage, the dramatic spatio-temporal framework of the Chinese theatre has
a very special pattern of constituting signs.
Ma Fangde has proposed three freedoms involving dramatic time and space
concerning this characteristic framework of the Chinese stage: the freedom of
transformation of dramatic environments, the freedom of representation of
dramatic environments, and the freedom of various spatio-temporal structures
combined within one specific spectacle.1 These freedoms reveal the essence of
the meaningful structure of Peking Opera. Borrowing Ma's interpretation of the
Chinese performing structure, I will give the same issue a close examination in
terms of semiotics.
Ma's first freedom involves the diachronic construction of messages. It is
associated with the production of meaning through a continuum of changing
spectacles. The second freedom relates directly to the artistic media used on the
stage. It refers to the different signs that convey a concrete dramatic
environment. The last freedom concerns the synchronic frame which represents a
specific spectacle.
These three freedoms characterize the basic meaningful structure of the
Chinese theatre, the structure which controls the dramatic space and time
represented on the stage. I begin the discussion with the basic function of the
scenic setting or props. Also I will emphasize the relationship between scenic
props and gestures and linguistic utterances, and the effect of such a relation on
the change of dramatic space and time on the Chinese stage.
Generally speaking, the scenic setting or props on stage help to fix the
dramatic spatio-temporal structure. In the realistic theatre, the scenic setting
and props are normally used as a fixed or semi-fixed role of the performance2.
The use of sophisticated and fixed scenic props in a way limits the change of the
1. Ma Fangde Zhongeuo xiqu wutai shikong ziyou de lishi chengyin
[The Historical Factor in the Formation of the
Freedom of Time and Space on the Stage of Chinese Traditional Opera], in
Shuoshi xuewei lunwen ii [A Collection of M.A. Dissertations],
Drama Vol., ed. by Zhongguo yishu yanjiuyuan [Chinese Arts
Institute], (Beijing: Wenhua yishu chubanshe [Cultural Arts
Publishing Co., 1985), p. 529.
2. Elam, ibid., pp. 62-3.
dramatic spatio-temporal framework. In the traditional Chinese theatre, material
properties are limited. Normally, only small movable articles are used. Therefore,
the dramatic environment may not depend on fixed material props. Also, the
fixed scenic props are less important than those that can be flexible in form and
meaning. Actually, fixed scenic props without inflexion in meaning are seldom
encountered on the Chinese stage. Even the most fixed and commonly used
scenic props, such as tables and chairs, may change in meaning at different times.
Most scenic props on the Chinese stage are semi-fixed or totally non-fixed; they
can be replaced or rearranged with the change of dramatic scenes. Sometimes,
they are unchanged in form but changed in meaning, even if they remain in the
same position on the stage. For instance, in Hangong iinghur j [The
Han Emperor's Remorse],3 Yao Qi and his son enter the Han Emperor's Palace,
which is represented by a table with an incense burner on it and a chair behind
it. Yet, when he takes his son out of the palace, and they walk to the city gate,
the original scenic setting remains the same. The only mark of change in the
scene is when Liu Xiu, the emperor, exits. This action changes the original
meaning of the scene. In this case, the scenic change is realized by the loss of
the original scenic function and meaning which is supported by the presence of
Liu Xiu. From this example, we can see the flexibility of the spatio-temporal
framework of the Chinese stage, even though it is fixed by material props.
3. General Yao Qi's son Yao Gang kills the father of the emperor's
concubine for his misdeeds. The Emperor Liu Xiu, bearing in mind the
contributions of general and his son to the country, punishes Yao Gang lightly
by expelling him to a distant province, and asks Yao Qi not to resign. But
after the emperor gets drunk, he gives in to his concubine, who orders in his
name that Yao Qi and some twenty other generals and ministers be executed.
General Ma Wu begs to have the order revoked but fails. When the emperor
sobers up, he is overcome by remorse and goes to the ancestral shrine to weep
for the faithful men he put to death. See the performance by Liaoning Beijing
Opera Youths Troupe, Oct., 1986.
Except a few semi-fixed material props, most scenery on the Chinese stage
is conveyed by non-fixed and non-material signs which greatly influence the
structure of performance. These signs are usually from dynamic sign-sets such as
the linguistic and the gestural. As the saying among the Chinese theatrical
circles states: the plots develop with the acting of the actors, and the scenes
change with the movements of the characters In many
cases, gestures and linguistic utterances can fix the framework of a dramatic
scene. They can indicate the existence of imaginary scenery on the stage. This
special indexical function of gestural and linguistic signs in framing dramatic
space and time is one of the fundamental characteristics of Chinese performing
structure.
Gestures and linguistic utterances, which are directly derived from the
body movements of actors, are the most dynamic of the signs used in theatre.
They are controlled by the actor. In any theatre, the body movements of actors
are taken as the centre of the stage, the focus of attention, and a main source
of the theatrical meaning. In the Chinese theatre, gestures and linguistic
utterances can even be used to replace scenic props to transform the dramatic
spatio-temporal structure of the performance.
Since gestural and linguistic signs are so paramount in constituting
meaning on the Chinese stage, we have to pay more attention to them when
returning to our discussion of the three freedoms mentioned earlier. In the
realization of the diachronic transformation of spatio-temporal environments
between different spectacles, gestural and linguistic signs usually play a dominant
role.
4. Ma Ye Lun zhongguo xiqu de fazhan guilu,
rOn the Law of the Develooment of the Chinese Theatre!, Zhongguo
shehui kexue [Chinese Social Science], issue 1 (1986), p. 179.
The plots of most Chinese plays may cover several different locations and
relate to different temporal moments as well. Representing these changes of time
and space, the Chinese theatre mainly utilizes the pattern of entrance and exit of
character The Chinese stage seldom rearranges the scenic props tc
convey such a change.5 Commenting on the significance of the entrances and
exits of actors in the Chinese theatre, Ma Fangde states:
With the help of such a structure, the Chinese performance
may not be stopped by changing scenic props. [The entrances and
exits of characters] can help bring about a dynamic continuum of
spectacles on the stage, through which the transformations of spatio-
temporal environments of a play is realized [smoothly].6
Advancing his idea, Ma goes on
[In the Chinese theatre], time and placecan be said to be
'carried' onto the stage by the actors. Only when the actors enter is
the stage endowed with a dramatic meaning; and when the actors
leave the stage and return again, time and place may have changed.7
Two levels of meaning indicated in Mr. Ma's statements should be further
illustrated: the pattern of entrance and exit is a semantic structure, and the
pattern is also a conventional performing structure. On one level, the structure
constitutes all signs to convey its message, and on another level, it draws the
focus of attention to the actors.
Focusing on the effect of this conventional pattern in a performing sense,
Hsu Tao-ching has made a very interesting analysis:
5. Nowadays, influenced by Western theatres, the Chinese theatre has
applied the curtain to represent changes of the spatio-temporal framework. In
order to reveal the original structure of Chinese theatre, I confine my
discussion to the theatre before its reformation.
6. Ma Fangde, ibid., p. 535.
7 Ibid., p. 535.
When an actor entering for the first time, steps slowly
downstage (towards the audience) to the rhythm of the music and
pauses at the front of the stage to address the audience his
movements on the stage are such as to put him slowly into the focus
of the audience's attention. The effect of these conventional
entrances is similar to that of the introduction in a piece of music: it
is undesirable to start with the main themes. When there is a break
in the action and when a scene ends with a couplet, to mark the
break, the last actor to leave the stage in that scene would sing the
first line of the couplet, move towards the exit while the orchestra
plays the interlude and then turn and sing the second line--in doing
this he is slowly withdrawing from the focus of attention of the
audience. There is a cadence in both the music to which the couplet
is sung and the dance steps accompanying the singing so that the
sense of finality is aurally and visually emphasized.8
The process of entering and exiting of the character described above
indicates the centrality of actor in the Chinese theatre, specifically, of the
performing value of acting, speaking and singing.
Dealing with the same topic, I will analyze the function of the actor in
the formation of theatrical meaning. More specifically, I will focus on how the
conventional entrance and exit in the Chinese theatre carry the diachronic
transformation of the dramatic environment through linguistic and gestural signs.
Even though there are strict conventions in the Chinese theatre, other
patterns of entrance and exit than those pointed out in Hsu's book,9 do exist,
varying according to different plays and different artistic treatments. Here I
would like to use one example from the play The Han Emperor's Remorse to
illustrate the possibility for an individual artistic treatment of changes in spatio-
temporal meaning with the help of the entrance and exit of characters. I focus
on the scenic change from the Palace to the city gate In the palace Yao
Qi and his son ask the Han emperor for punishment, and at the city gate Yao
8. Ibid., pp. 123-4.
9. Ibid., pp. 125-31.
Gang takes his farewell of his father and leaves for a distant province. On the
stage, the change of scenes is not represented through a change in props, but by
the exit of the character. At first, we see the emperor sitting in the Palace
which is conveyed through indexical sign, a table with an incense burner and a
chair behind it. When Yao Qi and his son enter the stage, through their acting
and singing, the scene conveys not only the plot, but Yao Qi's mood as well.
After the Emperor Liu Xiu proclaims his decision to punish Yao Gang lightly by
expelling him to a distant province, he exits silently. His exit here indicates that
Yao Qi and Yao Gang have left the Palace and have arrived at the city gate. To
me, this act is the key to the structure of the two dramatic locales and it plays
a very important role in changing the dramatic space and time, as well as
constituting the messages of the scenes. Logically, Yao Qi and Yao Gang should
leave the Palace first, rather than Liu Xiu. Nevertheless, the Chinese stage
discards this logical process by following its aesthetic logic, that is, stressing the
principal character's dominant position on the stage as well as de-emphasizing the
subordinates. Liu Xiu's exit shows us two points: First, in terms of the story
structure, it represents a turning point in the two plots, second, in terms of the
performing structure, it both connects two different scenes and also indicates that
Liu Xiu's leading role in the first scene will be replaced by Yao Qi and Yao Gang
in the coming scene.
The scenic setting does not move at all. Although the single act of Liu
Xiu's exit is a key point of the change of scenes, the change is also realized
through the cooperation of the different characters' acting and singing. Without
any movement of the scenic props, the environmental change is realized through
the movements of the actors. From this example it is obvious that the meaning
of a scene often comes from the form of the actor s gestures, or speaking, or
singing. Thus, in the Chinese theatre, any changes of scene can be directly
represented through actor's body movements.
The above-mentioned example reveals not only the particular relationship
between the scenic props and character on the stage, but through the order of
entrance and exit of the different characters reveals a special aesthetic logic in
the Chinese performing structure. Despite the dominance of gestural signs in the
pattern of entrances and exits, we should also take into serious consideration the
function of other signs, e.g., the linguistic and the musical when analyzing the
pattern of entrances and exits. If there were no speaking or singing signs
indicating the logical relationship of scenes between the Palace and city gate, the
exit of Liu Xiu would be meaningless. Only when taken as a part of the flexible
framework of all signs can the oattern of entrance and exit be meanineful.
Actually, the use of entrances and exits is only one of the many methods
that constitute a dramatic performance. There are other methods to represent
various spatio-temporal frameworks on the Chinese stage, e.g., the synchronic
representation of a changing dramatic space and time in different scenic
structures. This method is related to the construction of two or more spatio-
temporal environments in a given scene. Three types of this method need to be
elaborated here: fixing a specific space in order to emphasize the changes of
time, stressing the transformations of places at a given moment, and highlighting
the inner life of the character within a changing spatio-temporal flow. Despite
the inseparability of these methods in a given performance, I would like to
examine them respectively for the sake of convenience.
Huaneshanlei [Sorrow in the Mountains]10, one of the representative
10 Th nftnnle are seething with discontent with the fatuous Emperor
Chong-zhen of the Ming Dynasty. Farmer Gao Liang-min and his son are
taken to prison for their disability to meet high taxation. His wife
plays performed by Cheng Yanqi is a typical example for the illumination
of the first case. The scene of the wife waiting for her husband and son at
midnight is emphasized in Cheng's performing presentation. In other words, the
play focuses on the lady's feeling rather than the fate of her husband and son.
For background, three small articles—a candle, a sleeping baby and a sewing
machine are arranged on the stage.11 They fix the interior of the character's
house where the story develops. Despite the existence of these scenic articles,
the scene only starts with the entrance of the actor, because these static props
are unable to represent a scene of dynamic temporal change. With accompaniment
of a series of facial expressions, dancing and music, the leading lady enters the
stage, and the three articles immediately constitute a meaningful dramatic scene.
In this fixed scene, a changing temporal flow gradually develops. From
her singing, we firstly learn the time setting of the story:
Daosanjing zhengeshi yueming renjing,
Mengtingde chuangerwai shiyourenxing.
To third-watch really be moon bright people quiet
Suddenly hear outside-window seem-to-be someone walking12
The aria informs the audience that it is the dead of night, that silence
reigns supreme, and that the clock is at its third watch. The singing conveys the
eventually seeks to commit suicide.
n. Chen Youhan, ibid., p. 273.
12. For the convenience of discussion, I give a word for word
translation of these two lines.
coldness and quietness of this special night, and the female lead worries about
her husband and son who have not yet returned home. Looking forward to their
return, she is very sensitive to sounds outside the house. When she sings jinj
[quiet], and she hears the sound of the wind represented by the beating of the
gong , she becomes a little surprised and bewildered. When she sings the
second line, she stands up and speaks out delightedly: There are sounds outside,
they are coming back Going quickly to open the
door, she suddenly stops to think, then turns back to bring the candle with her.
As soon as she recognizes the noises of the wind blowing through the leaves, she
becomes disappointed and sings mournfully accompanied by a low melody. At this
time, the watch is beaten again, and she sings:
Tingjigu baosijing yutian qileng,
Kanjiaoer zhenghansui kongbeifengqin.
The beat of the fourth watch adds to the chilly dreariness
of the night,
I ought to make sure my sleeping baby won't catch cold.
She does a series of gestures to convey the feeling of cold. Watching her
sleeping son, she closes the door and takes off her clothes to cover her child.13
From the acting and singing, we can feel the changes of different moments of the
long night in the character's mind. In fact, the temporal flow in this scene is
not represented in a dramatic way, but in a lyrical way. Because the scene
does not build on the basis of conflicts between characters, or the action of the
13 Chene Yanaiu de wutai vishu rThf» Performing Arts of
Cheng Yanqui], ed. Zhongguo xiju chubanshe TChinese Drama
Publishing Co.] (Beijing: Zhongguo xiju chubanshe 1959),
pp. 26-7.
dramatis personae, but on the expressive singing, speaking and acting of the
actor. Extending a given dramatized moment to convey the character's inner life,
the scene combines all the working elements into a lyrical temporal flow through
the actor's performance. In this case, the dramatic spatio-temporal framework is
lyrical. In other words, the meaningful structure of the scene is like that of
lyrical poetry.
Another synchronic framework of dramatic space and time used on the
Chinese stage emphasizes the transformation of various dramatic places at a given
moment within a snecific scene. For instance in one scene of Na Wane Ton'
j [To Capture Wang Tong], Wang Tong is seeking to escape at the entrance of
the stage while an official issues wanted circular in the court, set in the centre
of the stage.14 The two spatially separated places in the play are united within
one scene on the stage. On a superficial level, the two parts do not connect
with each other in the dramatic spatial sense, but they are connected together
through a given moment that creates dramatic tension. Such a simultaneous
spatial construction, however, does not always create a dramatic tension on the
Chinese stage. In most cases, it is simply used to transform the dramatic locales,
particularly when this transformation helps highlight the actor's performance
rather than weaken it with man-made suspense. I will illustrate the issue in the
light of the performance of The Han Emperor's Remorse. On his way, when Yao
Qi hears that his son has killed the father of the emperor's concubine, very
shocked, he immediately says: Go back home! Flourishing a whip, he turns his
direction to the left (usually the entrance) of the stage and curves his path into
small circles there. At the same time, his wife and servant enter the scene from
the right (usually the exit) of the stage. As we know from Yao's words, the
14. Chen Youhan, ibid., p. 270.
movements of Yao Qi and his group mean that they are hurrying home, and the
gestures of Madam Yao describe the mood of the family members and symbolize
the interior of the Yao Mansion. The two different spatial scenes are visually
separated but logically connected in the same dramatic spectacle. This artistic
treatment mainly highlights the determinant role of the actor in the
transformation of the dramatic scenes, for the Yao Mansion, in this spatial
transformation, should be the main setting because the two moving groups will
join there. But because Yao Qi is the leading role of the play, the scene still
focuses on the movements of his group rather than Madam Yao's group. At the
same time, the background music is dubbed in accordance with Yao Qi's
movements. Normally, this type of treatment is used to merge two dramatic
scenes smoothly through a single dynamic vision. This commonly used method
expands the represented space of the Chinese drama in a dramaturgical sense.
Another method of synchronic framework represents a changing spatio-
temporal flow in a fixed spectacle. Due to the fact that scenic props are seldom
fixed, it is possible to represent a synchronic change of the dramatic space and
time through the actors. In the play Zhu Yingtai kanghun [Zhu
Yinetai's Refusal of Marriage], there is a famous scene named shiba xiangsong
[Eighteen Valedictions]. This scene is used to convey the love between
Zhu Yingtai and Liang Shanbo, tragic figures in traditional Chinese love stories.
When Zhu Yingtai sees Liang Shanbc off. she draws manv analogies with
different landscapes on their way in order to express her love for Liang. This
spectacle is composed of eighteen scenes conveyed through the characters'
dialogue, antiphony, etc. These scenes, which appear at the moment that they
part, never to meet again, are significant for both the expression ot the
characters and the dramaturgical representation of the actors. On the stage, we
can see that a typical structure of traditional Chinese lyrical poetry is used tc
constitute this scene on the stage. The existence of each scene actually has
nothing to do with the dramatic action. It only functions to help express the
characters' feelings. In other words, it has been internalized to be a kind of
feeling. In this sense, the significance of scenery has been weakened from a
dramatic angle, but strengthened on the level of lyrical expression.
The framework representing a changing spatio-temporal flow is often seen
as a lyrical structure in Chinese performance, for example, as in the scene of
Eighteen Valedictions. Of course, the representing structure could also be a
narrative or dramatic structure, e.g. the scene in The Story of the Black Pot, of
the murderer leading his needy creditor through the new house and telling him
different parts of the house. And the scene in Su San qiiie i fSu Sans
Journey] where Su San offers herself to be the god-daughter of the old jailer in
order to befriend him. Despite these differences, we still find that this
framework mainly focuses on the relationship between the scenery and the
characters. Owing to the fact that in the Chinese stage, imaginary scenery is
commonly used, we should distinguish internalized scenery from the dramatic
scenery when dealing with the function of indexical scenic signs in the production
of the theatrical meanings. Clarifying this issue can help us comprehend the key
to the meaningful structure of Chinese performance.
I have devoted many examples to the analysis of the semantic structure of
the Chinese theatrical representation, specifically, the relationship between the
characters and the scenery which deeply affects the signification of a given play
on stage. The analysis has revealed the features of the meaningful structure of
Chinese performance: that the actor is the key link in the structure which is
especially embodied in the relationship between the dramatis personae and their
environments in the play. In the realistic theatre, scenic props are used in order
to set off the action of the dramatis personae to achieve the dramatic effect
through illusion. In the traditional Chinese theatre, the function of scenic props
are wholly determined by the characters, whose entrances and exits can flexibly
change the meaning of a scene. Furthermore, iing [scenery] is often carried
onto the stage through the actor's singing, speaking and acting. That is to say,
the existence of dramatic scenery may depend on other kinds of representational
forms and lose their independence on the stage, thus becoming the subordinate to
linguistic and gestural or musical expressions. Due to such a relation between the
characters and scenic props, the dramatic spatio-temporal framework is very
flexible. We may attribute this flexibility to the centrality of the actors'
individual techniques, or to the performing aesthetics. Furthermore, the
centrality of individual expression, more or less, contains the sense of lyricism.
Maybe this is one of the forceful answers to the question we faced earlier of why
the dramatic meaningful structure sometimes appears like that of a typical lyrical
poem.
The centrality of the actor's performing art and the lyricism of the
meaningful structure of the Chinese theatrical performance should be taken as
keys to studying the formation of dramatic messages.
Chapter IV. Theatrical Communication and
Theatrical Aesthetics of the Chinese Theatre
Having examined the signs and the meaningful structure of the Chinese
theatre, I would now like to place my attention on the necessary receivers of
these theatrical signs and messages in the special communicational network. In
other words, these signs and messages are finally realized only through their
receivers and interpreters, and a process of theatricalization. The signs depend
on their constituent structure to become a meaningful performance, and the
performance depends on its spectators to gain its theatricality.
Talking about the concept of theatre, Colin Mackerras says, the English word
'theatre', in the sense of 'a place for dramatic performances', carries connotations
of a construction which includes both a stage and arrangements for seating the
spectators.1 Eric Bentley states in brief, the theatrical situation, reduced to
minimum, is that A impersonates B while C looks on.2 Performer, performance,
audience, if lacking any of these, it will probably not be considered as theatre.3
These three factors exactly match what the semioticians stress--the sender
comprising the signs and the messages on the one hand, and the receiver on the
other.
Considering theatre as an unique communicational sign-system, Elam
hasemphasized its circuit from the transmitters to the destination. The
1. Colin Mackerras, The Chinese Theatre in Modern Times (London: Thames
and Hudson, 1975), p. 82.
2. The Life of the Drama (London: Atheneum Pr., 1966), p. 150.
3. Kenneth M. Cameron Theodore J. C. Hoffman, The Theatrical Response
(London: the Macmillan Company, 1969), p. 5.
transmitters are all material forms on the stage: the bodies and voices of the
actors, the costume and properties, electric lamps, musical instruments and so on.
All of them are the senders of signals which are carried and transmitted by
movement, sounds, smells, electrical impulses etc. which are the changing forms of
the transmitters. Through them, the stage sends its signals to the audience.
Conversely, it is only through the audience that the signals can be re-organized
to be an integrated theatrical text. Moreover it is only through the audience
that the theatrical communicational circuit can be finally reached. Thus, the role
of the audience becomes an indispensable topic of theatre studies in modern times.
Although the Chinese theatre, as any other theatre is composed of the
senderperformer and performance, and receiveraudience too, and its theatrical
communication is also realized through acoustic and visual channels which link up
the performers and the spectators, it shows its uniqueness in the relationship
between its sender and the receiver. On the one hand, the Chinese theatre bears
a special relation between its actors and audiences; on the other hand, the
audiences accept and comprehend the performing messages in a distinctive way.
Moreover, the behavior of the audiences has its own characteristics which have
greatly influenced the appearance of Chinese theatrical communication. In this
chapter, I will discuss these dimensions of Chinese theatricality in detail.
i. The Special Relation Between the Actors and Audiences:
Dealing with the sender of theatrical communication, Elam says, a theatrical
performance firstly involves a complex of potential components which may include
the sources of theatrical information as the dramatist, the director and the set
designer, lighting designer, costume designer, and the actors themselves and so
on.4 Studying western theatres, Kenneth M. Cameron and Theodore J.C. Hoffman
state:
Surely one of the distinguishing characteristics of the theatre
as an art form is the complex interrelationship of its makers in
bringing it into being. It is not merely the group creation of actors
during the performance that typifies it.5
Especially stressing the dominant 'man of the theatre'--the playwright, the
director or (less often) the designer, they consider the actor less important in
theatrical creation than the other creative factors:
The actor, after all, neither invents the words he speaks (as a
rule), shapes the space he acts in (although he may influence the
designer's concept of it), nor determines alone the overall
significance and rhythm and physical shape of his own performance
(although he may have a profound effect on these things.6
They quote Stanislavski's words that [actors] are dependent on the
playwright, and are in voluntary collaboration with him; [the designer] is
dependent on the author and the actors, and he should voluntarily ally himself
with both.7 And they further point to the centre of modern western theatres--
the playwright's theatre and director's theatre8: theatre is a place where written
plays are regularly staged, the playwright's work gives both a title and a rough
shape to the performance;9 And actors are media representing the playwright's
4. Elam, ibid., pp. 37-8.
5. Ibid., p. 12.
6. Ibid., p. 13-4.
7. An Argument with a Scene Designer, quote form The Theatrical
Response, p. 16.
8. Ibid., pp. 14-6.
9. Ibid., p. 14.
intention.
On the contrary, the Chinese theatre takes the actors as dominant in its
theatrical creative process. Many plays were created by actors from their oral
script to their performing forms. Usually, a great actor in Peking opera may
serve to be both play-creator and the director in function. He designs a play,
directs its performing structure, designs the arias, gestures and selects the
musical tunes, costume etc. The whole production of a play is in most cases,
under the leadership of the actors, especially the famous actorsactresses. As
professor Scott observes, More often than not, dramatists were anonymous or
themselves actors. Few great literary names were associated with the plays of
the Peking stage.10
On the side of the audiences, the theatre has never been considered a
significant transformation from a literary form to a performing form. The
Chinese theatregoers do not care the other information underlying or going
beyond the performance. They do not expect to be confronted with philosophical
or social issues. They are not moved or shocked by pity or fear, nor do they
return home purged of their emotional and psychological overload. The only
experience they seek in the theatre is an aesthetic one: the presentation, not the
content, is the essence of the theatre they know.11 They put their focus mainly
on the actor's skills, performing value of the plays, that is, the aesthetic sense of
the theatrical representation. In their eyes, the actors maybe the mark of the
whole of the theatrical creation. In short, the actors are the centre of the
t°. The Theatre in Asia (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.,
1972), p. 150.
n. Clara Yu Cuadrado, Chinese and Western Theatres: Contrasts. Cross¬
currents and Convergences (Ann Arbor: Univ. Microfilms International, 1986), p.
129.
sender in traditional Chinese theatrical communicational process. They are the
most important part of live Peking opera. The other indispensable part refers to
the receiver which is composed of the spectators. Essentially, the Chinese
theatre is only alive because of its close relationship between the actors and the
audiences.
Since the Chinese theatrical performance in its sender may only involve
those components visible on the stage—the actors, the musicians etc. rather than
a complex of potential components (which includes various sources of
information ranging from the dramatist to the costume designer), it directly
influences the relation between the performance and the audience.
ii. The Relation between the Performance and the Audience:
The actors are the centre of the Chinese theatrical creation. They dominate
the performance and become the centre of the stage. They play the role of the
sender of a whole theatrical information and become the centre of the
communicational network. These features of the actor have given a profound
influence on the relationship between the performance and the audience.
Owing to the fact that the actors are representative of whole theatrical
sources, the audiences may comprehend the meanings of the performance only
through the actors' acting. In order to be convenient for the comprehension of
the audiences, the Chinese theatre has never sought a complicated structure of
plots. Many plays are simply drawn from great historical novels as The Romance
of the Three Kingdoms or similar sources. Their subject matter is familiar to
every member of the audience; they have no doubts about the character or
motives of the personalities portrayed.12 The music and dialogue are neither
complex nor deep; the melodies are well-known and spring quickly to the minds of
the ordinary public.13
In dramatic structure, the Chinese theatre does not demand that a
performance involve complicated dramatization and a complex story. It stresses
its lyric structure which is usually constituted by several important arias or by a
set of meaningful gestures. The spectators in the Chinese theatre also pay
attention to these parts. They may not care about the wholeness of the dramatic
structure. Generally speaking, they are seldom involved by the plot development
of a play. Rather, they are fascinated by the wonderful lyric arias, postures,
gestural dance, speeches and acrobatic fighting.
Extremely stressing those parts with strong lyricism, the audiences demand a
leading actor to have strong training in singing, speaking, acrobatic fighting, and
act out movements of the hands, eyes, body and steps with great preciseness.
Only when an actor reaches the high artistic standard of these essential
techniques, can he represent characters successfully on the stage. The success of
a great actor means not only that he is very good at these techniques, but that
he can blend all the various conventional skills into a harmonious whole as well.
In representing a given character, he may call upon his own original talents and
create a new style of his own. In short, a high standard of technical training is
the primary requirement for Chinese actors. With it, an actor can enter on the
stage to perform before the audience; also with it, an actor can become a great
artist, and then become an important object of theatrical aesthetic studies.
A consummate mastery of certain skills is required in order to express
12. Scott, ibid., pp. 149-50.
13. Scott, ibid., p. 150.
feelings, to represent dramatic characters, and to reach a high aesthetic standard
of performance. Both the actors and the audiences take these techniques as basic
to the comprehension and appreciation of theatrical performance. As a result, the
lyric factors and aesthetic sense( largely consisting of the techniques themselves)
become the focus of attention for the actors and the audiences during the
theatrical communication. A typical Chinese audience, when watching a play,
mostly pays attention to the parts which embody the actor's skills, the feelings of
the characters and the beauty of the performance.
From the above-mentioned description, we can draw a rough conclusion about
the relation between the performance and the audience in the Chinese theatrical
communicational process: the performance combines the simplicity and clearness of
a dramatic plot with the luxuriance and preciseness of the conventional skills so
that the audiences can easily comprehend the plot action. This enables them to
understand the story line very easily and therefore, move to an aesthetic
appreciation of the beauty of performance immediately. Focusing on the brilliant
style of a performance, the audiences are never distracted by any complicated
plot action from the beginning to the end. They are not so much concerned
about the play as a holistic entity as they are about the actors' strong skills,
lyricism and beauty of performance.
Obviously, the relation between the performance and audience is based on a
kind of aesthetic emotional communication rather than on some purely physical
and psychological emotional involvements.
Because of the special relations between the actor and performance, the
audience of the Chinese theatre also have a special role to play. This brings us
to our next section on the audience's particular behavior in the theatrical
activity.
iii. The Behavior of the Audience:
In the previous section, we have indicated some features of the audiences in
the Chinese theatre through their relations with the actors and performance.
Now, I think it necessary to examine the formation and the characteristics of the
behaviors of the audience from a historical perspective. Particularly, through this
examination, I expect to reveal the influence of the audience's behavior in the
theatrical communicational process.
a. The Setup of the Traditional Theatre and the Purpose of the Theatregoers:
I believe that the first impression most western people have about traditional
Chinese theatre is usually associated with the Chinese public places of
entertainment such as teahouses restaurants, etc.
In fact, before the Qing period (1644-1911), there was very little
documentary evidence that buildings existed in cities for the public performance
of drama. The usual expedient was simply to erect a stage in front of a temple
or in a market-place. The audience stood around it or sat on the ground.14 And
before 1914 (the time when the first theatre of the modern western kind appeared
in Beijing), most public theatres (xiguan actually seem to have been the
private mansions of rich citizens which were then taken over for public
performances of plays.15
The time from the late Qing Dynasty to the 1930s was one of the high
points of Peking Opera. Also, it was a turning point regarding the setup of the
theatre place. Therefore, the study of the relation between the playhouse and
14. Colin, ibid., p. 82.
15. Colin, ibid., pp. 82-3.
the behaviors of the audiences of that time should be very helpful for
understanding the function of the audience and its influence on the formation of
this traditional form of theatrical communication
At that time, the theatres could roughly be divided into two types—tanghui
private mansion) and xivuan playhouse). The former was the
place where the gentry got together to celebrate a birthday or entertain
guests.16 The latter differed from the former in several ways. It was, in
general, much larger and could hold far more people. It also tended to be very
noisy: one can hear a constant noise of gongs, drums and people shouting
approval.17 Xivuan seems to have been much like a general public theatre in its
function; therefore, I will focus on it and its theatregoer.
A xivuan was usually divided into various parts, each intended for people of
different social and economic status. Of these parts the most expensive seats
were the official seats (guanzuo reserved for rich people or officials.
They were upstairs on a balcony to the right and left of the stage and near to it.
Behind the 'official seats' were the 'tables' which consisted of rows of short
tables leading away from the stage. They also were expensive. People could sit
at the tables and drink tea, facing each other rather than the stage, since the
theatre was as much a place for chatting with friends as for watching drama.
The seats for the ooor were also divided into categories. But the most significant
was the ticket for sanzuo scattered seats'! called 'tea ticket'. The term 'tea
ticket' meant that one paid to drink tea primarily; one did not pay to listen to
16. Yang Maojian Menehua suobu j [The Anecdotes of the
Actors of Peking Opera] (China: 1842), p. 704.
17 Yang, ibid., p. 704.
opera.18
The structure of the old playhouse described above shows that the playhouse
functioned both as teahouse and as theatre. During the course of the
performance, there were other factors influencing the behaviors of the
theatregoers. As Colin says, Both the number of vendors in the playhouses, and
the variety of the goods which they sold, steadily increased. Members of the
audience bought what they wanted during the performance, as not, as in modern
Europe or in Tokugawa Japan, during intervals.19 They could eat fruit, peanuts
and melons, or smoke or chat with friends. Also available were the damp cloths
with which Chinese mopped their brows on a hot day. These were often passed
from one part of the theatre to another, and anyone who frequented Peking's
playhouses in the 1930s would have seen the towels thrown through the air and
invariably caught on descent.20
From the interior structure and the peculiar function of the traditional
Chinese playhouse, we can see that the playhouse was a place where a special
social entertainment was held. Theatrical performance was only part of this
whole event. People went there not only for the performance, but also for other
purposes as meeting friends, relaxing in an exciting atmosphere and so on. The
existence of the theatre was for the sake of popular entertainment in form and
function.
It is notable that such a structure of the theatre in form and function has
had a profound influence on the theatrical behaviors of the audiences. Today the
18. Qi Rushan Xiiie xiaozhanggu [The Anecdotes of
Traditional Chinese Theatrical Circles], in Oi Rushan auanii. Vol.4 (Taipei:
Chongguang 1964), p. 182.
19 Ibid., pp. 87-8.
20. Colin, ibid., p. 88.
old setup of theatre has almost disappeared in China; but the vestiges of the
freedom and the noisiness of the audience's behavior still can be encountered in
the contemporary theatrical communicational process.
Generally speaking, the attitude of the traditional Chinese audiences could be
distinguished into two kinds: the enthusiastic responding to the performance and
freely dissociating from it. In the old theatre tradition, the dissociation of
audiences from the performance was presented as follows: the attention of the
members in the playhouse was probably scattered between the actors on the stage
and the friends with whom they were chatting, or to the vendors selling goods
and serving tea, or something else. The people sitting in the playhouse might
play a semi-role of a theatrical audience. Their presence served for the actors as
the spectators of the performance in the sense of the psychological effect and
the communicational form. Actually, the strict and formal theatrical
communication at that moment was probably one of suspense. And the non-
theatrical intercourse between the people may have dominated the 'theatrical
communication'.
Even during the performance, the audiences could freely disengage
themselves from what was happening on the stage as they went about their own
business; for instance, buying food, going to the toilet, etc. If they liked, they
could leave the theatre before the performance ended. Observing the behaviors
of the audiences in the traditional Chinese theatre, professor Hu Yaoheng provides
a convenient summary:
The Chinese audiences have not changed their behaviors in
the theatre until today even though the structure of playhouses has
been totally replaced. They enter and leave their seats freely,
eating, singing and talking when they are watching plays. They have
their own favorite plays, sections or arias. They may only taste
these with rapt attention, and overlook the rest. Like the Chinese
playwright, they seem to be interested in the most brilliant parts of
a play rather than in a holistic effect of a story or a
performance.21
Today, although these obvious dissociative elements in the Chinese theatrical
communication have almost disappeared. However, the leisure and carefree
manner of the audiences when participating in the performance still consists in
this theatrical framework, and becomes a particular aesthetic feature. In other
words, even when they keep a continuous communication with the performance,
the audiences also prefer a leisure and light relation to the stage. Even while
they are in the auditorium, they are not constantly involved in the performance.
Thus, it is important for us to further examine the characteristics of the
audiences when they are enthusiastically participating in the performance. These
may constitute the basic structure of the Chinese theatrical communication.
b. The Participation of the Audience in the Performance:
Having discussed the three fundamental relations of the Chinese theatrical
framework, I will now take up the issue of the participation of the audiences in
the performance.
The participation of the audience in the performance has been taken as a
crucial issue in any theatrical communications. Different theatrical frameworks
4
expect that their audiences maintain particular attitudes in the theatre. The
audiences in the Chinese theatre share the same communicational process in
nature with those in other theatres. But they have their own pattern of
participating in performance. The pattern is composed of three characteristics, a)
The audiences concentrate their enthusiasm on the actor's skill; b) Different
21. Hu Yaoheng
r rz .QIiiiia yiiii vishn xinshans
[The Essence of Arts of the World Theatres] (Taipei: Zhiwen
Publishing Co 1974), p. 333.
audiences choose different stage signs according to the different levels of thi
theatrical experience; and c) The audiences have a maximum freedom about th
degree of their response to what is happening on the stage.
To begin with, let us deal with the first characteristic--the audience's
concentration on the actors' skill. As A. C. Scott points out:
[A typical] Chinese theatregoer went to the theatre not to
watch the play but to see and hear his favorite actors show their
mettle, and show it they did. They declaimed, postured, struck
attitudes and sang. Their techniques were marked by vigor and
panache to which gesture, make-up and costume gave their own
emphasis. A play came to life through the harmonious coordination
of an entire constellation of technical means, every one of which was
meticulously fitted into place through the rigorous perfection of its
conventions.22
Usually, the representional forms rather than the deep meanings of a pla
are taken as the essence of the performance. The actors' skills rather than the
dramatic plot always draw the attention of the audience, and dominate the whole
process of the communication. Since they are an extreme expression of the stress
placed on the performing value of a play, the audiences usually play the role of
both enthusiastic participant and severe critic. Many of them are connoisseurs,
familiar with the plot, the verse, the arias, even the most minute details with
which a renowned performer distinguishes himself. Seldom does a flaw in acting
escape the keen observation of these experts, whose critical ability is often
reflected in their immediate reaction.23
They show their sensitivity towards the actor's performing skills not only
through their warm approval but through their severe disapproval as well. For
example, in the early 1930s, Sun Shengwen , a good actor of the masked
22. Ibid., p. 148.
23. Clara Yu, ibid., p. 130.
character category, once impersonated Si-ma Yi in the play Zhan Zhen Wen
[To Decapitate Zhen Wen]. One part of the plot of this play is that Zhu
Geliang assigns a courier to send a letter in Zhen Wen's name to Si-ma Yi.
According to normal performing practice, the courier should not leave the stage
till Si-ma Yi gave a reply. But the actor impersonating the courier made a
mistake. He left earlier so that when Si-ma Yi called for him, no one answered.
Immediately, the audience bursted into an uproar. At that moment, Mr. Sun
suddenly hit upon a way out of this predicament. He called another bit role near
him to send the letter. But when he was about to continue his acting, the
courier unexpectedly appeared on the stage again. The audience at once burst
into laughter. The whole performance almost fell apart at that moment. But Sun
put it back together by his agile ad-libbing. He said to the courier: You are
useless here, get out this tent [here] 24 What he said
sounded like a line of the play, but in actual effect, it was a pun on the word—
in the dramatic context, it referred to the courier, and in the theatrical
communication, it pointed indirectly to the actor. It not only criticized the
ineptness of the courier, but deftly gained the forgiveness of the audience as
well.
During the performance, the audience may allow a famous actor to improvise
for mistakes made on stage through their special ability. An apt correction may
be considered a mark of an actor with artistic genius, for it is often associated
with an creative improvisation. For example, Ma Liankun a famous actor
in the masked character category of the 1930s, was well- known among
theatregoers for his extemporization. Once he cooperated with the famous actor
24. Wu Xiaoru Taixia renvu [Views of an Audience]
(Beijing: Zhongguo xiju chubanshe 1982), p. 114.
Wang Shaoloi 'to impersonate Xia Hoyuan in the play Ding iunshar
j [Settle the Dingjun Mountain]. On the same night, a second play, Jizhoucheng
[Jizhou City], performed by Li Wanchui , was to be performed after
the first play, Ding iunshan. But, according to historical fiction, the story of the
second occurred before the first in which Xia Hoyuan is killed. By the time the
play-arrangement man found this mistake in order, the first play was sure being
performed on stage. Since the crux of the two plays is the point of the life and
the death of Xia, Ma Liankun changed the detail of the death of Xia in Ding
iunshan. and let Xia live on so that his re-appearance in the next play became
logically acceptable. This clever correction was then told from mouth to mouth
with general approval among the theatregoers in Tian Jin
The skillful creativity of an actor is skill affirmed by audiences. At the
same time, any flaw in acting cannot escape their severe critical eyes and ears.
Sometimes they seem very harsh and strict: an actress once was booed vigorously
when she made a gesture to bolt an invisible door: the audience observed that she
had left no space between her thumb and index finger, thus leaving no room for
the existence of the invisible latch.26 In another performance, an actor came too
far forward on the stage when he was supposed to be standing on the bank of a
tumultuous river. The spectators roared with laughter. You could be drowned
by now, they yelled.27 The actress and the actor were booed because their
acting has failed to meet the aesthetic expectations of the audience. Audiences
do not expect a realistic sense of imitation in acting; rather, they seek for a
25. Wu Xiaoru, ibid., p. 114.
26 Oi Rushan, Guoiu vishu huikao fThe Art of Peking
Opera], in Oi Rushan auanii. Vol.6 (Taipei: Chongguang 1964), p.88,
Clara Yu, ibid., p.130.
27 Oi Rushan, Guoiu vishu huikao. p. 155, and Clara Yu, ibid., p. 130.
realism in an aesthetic sense which emphasizes the spirit rather than the form of
performance. The river-bank actors were not up to the established conventions in
their acting, as a result, they disappointed the aesthetic expectations of their
audience and this was totally unacceptable.
Laying stress on the audience response, the actors of Peking Opera often
invite attention and instant judgment on their art by displaying themselves, in
tableau or close-up created by their movements and musical accents. In such a
frozen moment and, just as the expected response explodes, a clear rap of the
wooden clappers, unfreezes the actors from their post and they resume their
motion; the act continues with perfect rhythm. If the audience fails to respond to
these displays, the result would become meaningless stylization, and all the
significant punctuation in the performance would become unforgivable flaws.28
Conventional techniques honed to perfection are very important for an actor
to be successful in fulfilling the expectations of the audience. Also they
constitute the very essence of theatrical participation and communication.
Due to the fact that audiences differ in the Chinese theatre, it is natural
that they show their own particular interests in the different styles of acting or
the different parts of a show. The audience may only pay attention to messages
which match their own taste during the theatrical communication. This is another
characteristic of Chinese audience participation or non-participation.
Usually an audience of Peking Opera may have a hobby for a specific
character category, a particular style of acting, or a distinctive aspect of
performing techniques—singing, speaking, acting or acrobatic fighting. Even a
piece of theatre music, the costume and properties may arouse some audiences'
enthusiasm for the performance.
28. Clara Yu, ibid., p. 130-1.
The performing art of the Chinese theatre has developed its various styles
on the basis of the meticulous classification of its represented character
categories. For example, the great four actors in the female category
have developed four schools for their particular styles. According to the famous
Ci Hai in the old man type of the male character category, there are at
least nine schools.29 Due to the classification of the categories, the audiences
also can be divided into similar categories. Some people are interested in the
singing of the old mai or the black face or the lady whereas
others may like the acting of the female warrior or the acrobatic fight of the
various warriors. And some will be fascinated by the comedians in general. Even
in the same category, people's interests may be different from each other in their
acting styles. Some may prefer Mei Lanfang to Cheng Yanqiu. Some others may
prefer the 'Qi School' to the 'Yan School Therefore, the audiences
usually pay more attention to those troupes which match their own taste.
Noticing this phenomenon, Li Shaochur a well-known actor, has said:
Many theatres in Beijing have their fixed theatregoers. The
audiences in the different theatres have heterogeneous customs of
appreciation. They may have diverse reactions to the same
performance that will profoundly influence an actor's acting. Being
confronted with responses of the audiences, an actor usually gives his
corresponding reactions to the audiences through his
unconscious inflexions in acting.30
In the same performance, different styles generally draw the attention of
29 See Ci Hivishu fence [Ci Hai Dictionary: Arts]
(Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe [Shanghai Dictionary
Publishing Co.L 1980L P. 64-9.
30. Zhang Geng Xiau vishulun' On the Art of Peking
Opera], (Beijing: Zhongguo xiju chubanshe the Chinese Drama
Publishing Co., 1950), p.125.
audiences with different tastes. In this sense, Chinese theatre audiences have
maximum freedom to choose the staee siens rhirinp thf th(ntrrsi rnmmnnip'jtinn
Besides the different interests in the categories and the styles of acting, the
audiences also show their differences at various levels of appreciation. Among
Chinese theatrical circles, there has been a distinction between 'hearing plays
and 'watching plays Also they say, An expert goes to the theatre for its
artistry while a layman to enjoy the excitement of the performance
Since more than half of every play, on the average, is sung in verse
to the accompaniment of a small orchestra, singing skill is considered the most
important achievement of an actor; therefore a viewer is also required to have
discriminating hearing ability. The capability of hearing plays is considered to
be a high criterion for a audience to possess than mere watching ability.
Ordinarily a novice theatregoer, only has the ability of watching. He is
probably interested primarily in the exciting spectacle of the performance. In Wu
Xiaoru's words, the so-called exciting spectacles vary according to
different new spectators. Someone has partiality for acrobatic fighting; whereas
some one likes the story and some other people may be fascinated by the
costumes or scenery.31 In brief, for a layman, the effect of these visual signs
may be more powerful than the audio aspect of the performance.
Actually, in any theatre, audiences can be distinguished according to levels
of psychological, social and aesthetic senses, etc. The Chinese theatre, as
distinguished from others, stresses the different aesthetic levels of appreciation
among its audiences. The authoritativeness of an audience is almost determined
by its aesthetic level in the theatrical communication. There is a useful historical
record worth citing about the aesthetic authority and the social levels of the
31. Ibid., p. 8.
audiences in comparison with each other.:
Pihuam , was in the vogue for a time in Beijing; thus the
tunes prevailing in Beijing were taken as the best. People from
pedlars to the poor went to the theatre in order to hear plays. They
could distinguished what was good and what was bad from its tunes
to its rhythms. By gestures, by applause, by loudly shouting their
praises and disapprovals, the spectators constituted a vital part of
the performance. When the actors tried to cater to high officials'
and noble lords' preferences, they were probably booed and hooted by
the audiences. Thus, in Beijing, the actors did not accept the
rewards of high officials and noble lords as high honour; on the
contrary, they considered the disapproval of the common public as a
dishonor.... So Beijing was the place of performance for actors; also
the place of criticism for the theatre.32
This evidence further proves the point that the Chinese theatre not only
demands its actors to have received strict training in acting technique, but also
that its audiences must have the ability to appreciate in an aesthetic sense. This
theatrical communication is a feature intimately related to a strong aesthetic
sense.
As a spectator of Peking Opera, besides the freedom of choosing certain
stage signs at various aesthetic levels, one also has freedom to respond to
anything happening on the stage anytime by simply applauding, loudly shouting,
andor exchanging comments with one's fellow viewers. Even when an actor has
not yet finished his singing on the stage, the audiences can give their response
directly through shouting their praise or disapproval. I call it 'interruptive
participation'. This kind of participation seems to break up the flow of
performance, and influences the plot development in the conventional western
32. Xu Ke Zhoneke XiiuPihuangxi ifDrama—Peking
Opera], in Oingbai leichao Vol. 37. Quote from Su Guorong
'Shilun xiqu guanzhong de minjianxing jiqi yingxiang
rOn the Features of the Audiences in the Chinese Theatre], Xiqu yaniiu
fStudies of Traditional Chinese Operas], Vol.13, (Beijing: Wenhua yishu
chubanshe Cultural Art Publishing Co., 1984), p. 96.
sense of what drama is all about. But it can also help inspire the actors directly
to greater efforts in acting and arouse their emotions to represent the characters
of the play more effectively. Thus, it actually functions as a vital part of the
performance. This interruptive participation is a traditional pattern of audience
response to the performance in Chinese theatrical communication. For the
discriminating audience, a minute finger gesture, a vivid pose, a skillful acrobatic
scene, or a piece of music may arouse lasting applause or a burst of shouting.
Although Chinese theatre audiences today seem to prefer keeping a quiet
atmosphere with rapt attention to the acting during the performance, they have
not changed this old pattern of interruptive participation.
From these three aspects of audience participation in the Chinese theatre--
concentrating on the actor's techniques, freely choosing the stage signs, and
responding to the performance directly, we can draw certain conclusions: 1) The
relation between the spectators and the performance is primarily one of
entertainment; thus, the spectators present a kind of easy, free and relaxed
theatrical attitude when they are participating in the theatrical event. 2) The
aesthetic value of the performance itself is the essence of constituting such a
theatrical communicational network. On the one hand, it becomes the central
point of the performing aesthetics; on the other hand, it is the basis of the
appreciation aesthetics. In other words, it is through such a cultural aesthetic
code or rule, that the signs, the messages and the whole meaning formed on the
stage can be comprehended and decoded by the audiences. Only then can the
theatre realize its final purpose and full potential.
Chapter V. Concluding Comments:
Semiotics and the Study of The Chinese Theatre
In our examinationn of the Chinese theatre in terms of semiotics, we have
treated an old topic from a new methodological angle, and also freshened it in
the sense of cross-cultural comparison.
The theatrical semiotics is basically formed on the western theatrical
practice, though it is sometimes involved with the comparative studies of eastern-
western theatres.
How to use appropriately a western literary theory to see a typical Chinese
literary phenomenon has always drawn much more attention of Chinese
comparatists. Confronting the same problem when applying semiotic theories to
the study of classical Chinese theatre, I have tried to combined traditional studies
with semiotic methodology in my investigation.
To clarify the sign-system of Peking Opera stage, I have used both
traditional and Karel Brusak's semiotic classifications. For the former always
highlights its dynamic elements of the stage, whereas the latter stresses the
differences and relationships between the signs; the semiotic classifications can be
summarized to be the dichotomies of the visual versus the acoustic, the dynamic
versus the static, etc. In my discussion, I particularly stress the relation between
the dynamic and the static in order to, more or less, match the traditional
approaches. Basing on this principle, I further divide the signs of the Chinese
theatre into linguistic (singing and speaking) music, and gestural subsets which
are dynamic and scenic properties, costumes and makeup subsets which are
comparatively static on the stage.
Following this basic classification, I have to give every subset a close
examination from the formation and typology of a sign to the rulesconventions
dominating the relation between signs in a given subset.
Through such an inspection, I find that most signs, either dynamic or static,
contain a very strong sense of performing beauty. The signifier of each sign is
particularly stressed in the Chinese theatrical performance. In other words, the
performing forms, specifically the artistic techniques, embody the essence of the
theatre. This point is further proved when I deal with the semantic dimension of
the Chinese performance in the third chapter and discuss the communicative
process of the theatre in the last chapter. The formation of an individual sign,
the meaningful structure of signs and the operation of the communicational
network are based on the centrality of actors--the most dynamic signs as well as
on the performing value of the representational forms--the signifier of the signs.
This is the fundamental principle of the Chinese theatre.
In general, theatre, as a self-contained modelling system, has its universal
characteristics shared among different theatres, i.e., any theatre should be
established on the basis of performer, performance and audience, in semiotic
terms, signs, the meaningful structure of signs and the necessary receivers of
signs. Under this common law, different theatres have their own rules or
conventions to construct their mimetic system, i.e., the selection and collection of
signs, the individual framework of signs in which the production of meaning could
be realized, and the particular communicational process which connects the
performance and audience to achieve a theatricality.
The Chinese theatre has a very sophisticated performing grammarconvention
system different from that of the realistic theatre; it constitutes its theatrical
representation by centralizing the actors and highlighting the aesthetic value of
performing signs in particular, rather than stressing the literariness of dramatic
text, the originality of the director and the synthetic effects of the drama
(involving the transformation from dramatic text to performing text). In fact, the
intertextuality between the dramatic text and performance text which is
emphasized by the semioticians when investigating western theatres is less
important than that between different performance texts, specifically different
style acting, different category plays etc. in the study of traditional Peking Opera
where the performance text itself is of paramount importance. This consideration
can clarify many problems existing in the studies of traditional Chinese theatre,
e.g., is the Chinese theatre a realistic or symbolic theatre? The former
opinion has dominated the theatrical study in mainland China for a long time, and
it stresses that the classical drama is a reflection of the given social reality.
And the latter concentrates on the conventionalized representational system which
is different from western theatrical tradition, and becomes a prevailing idea of
the study of the Chinese theatre among many western scholars. Observation
reveals that the classical Chinese theatre is often not true realistic in the
reflection of life; for example, it often uses a happy ending to weaken a realistic
tragic sense of a play. Yet, it is also not totally a symbolic theatre in the sense
of its performance system, despite its conventionalized characteristics. Most
signs, especially the gestural signs in the Chinese theatre, actually are shaped on
the basis of the combination of imitation and beautification. The classical
Chinese theatre is a kind of aesthetic theatre, for it highlights an aesthetic
value of performance that is a principle carried out in the formations of its signs,
meaningful structure and theatrical communication.
This thesis has been devoted to investigate tentatively classical Chinese
theatre in terms of semiotics. It has tried to sketch out in a very provisional
fashion the territory of a semiotic study of classical Chinese theatre. Due to the
fact that the Chinese theatre is a rich semiotic topic, it is difficult to attend to
each and every aspect of it in a short time. Thus, some aspects have had to be
left out in our discussion, e.g., the musical role in the construction of signs. I
hope that this incompleteness would arouse more attention of researchers to this
potential semiotic investigation of Chinese theatre in future.
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